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Several papers propose the use of on-line arithmetic for signal processing applica-

tions implemented on FPGAs. Although those papers provide reasonable arguments for

the use of on-line arithmetic. they give only inadequate or nicomplete comparisons of

the proposed on-line designs to other state of the art solutions on FPGAs.

In this thesis. the design, implementation and evaluation of on-line modules and

networks for DSP applications. using FPGAS as the target technology. are shown. The

presented designs of the modules are highly optimized for the target hardware, which al-

lows a significant increase in efficiency compared to standard on-line designs. The design

process for the networks of on-line modules is described in detail, and a methodology to

analyze the datafiow aiid timing is presented.

A comparison of on-line signal processing solutions with other approaches. that are

available as IP building blocks or components, is given. It is shown that on-line designs

are better in terms of latency but that they can not compete in terms of throughput and

area for basic applications like FIR filters. However, it is also shown that on-line designs

are able to overtake other approaches as the applications become more sophisticated.

e.g. when data dependencies exist, or when non constant multiplicands restrict the use

of other approaches, such as serial distributed arithmetic. For these applications, on-

line arithmetic shows. compared to other designs, a lower latency and a significant area

reduction, while maintaining a high throughput.
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Several properties of algorithms for which on-line arithmetic is advantageous are

identified in this thesis. With this information, it is possible to determine if an on-line

solution for an application should be considered.

The conclusions are based on experimental data collected using CAD tools for

the Xilinx XC4000 family of chips. All the designs are synthesized for the same type

of devices for comparison. avoiding rough estimates of the systeni performance. This

generates a more reliable comparison allowing desigmiers to decide between on-line or

conventional approaches for their DSP designs.
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DESIGN AND EVALUATION OF ON-LINE
ARITHMETIC MODULES AND NETWORKS FOR

SIGNAL PROCESSING APPLICATIONS ON FPGAS

1 INTRODUCTION

Developers of digital signal processing applications have to chose between different

technologies to realize their algorithms. The classical and probably best-known approach

is a software solution running on a digztal signal processor (DSP). The DSP solution

brings the highest flexibility that is available for signal processing applications. However.

there are cases where a DSP is not the best choice. e.g. because of speed or power

consumption constraints. The software interface of a DSP causes an overhead that

makes it slower compared to a direct hardware implementation. Therefore, a hardware

implementation can run faster or if speed is not a problem. it can run on a lower clock

frequency, which leads to less power consumption.

In case a hardware solution is chosen, the tradeoff between a full custonHzed ap-

plicatron speczfic ?ntegrated circuit (ASIC) or a field programmable gate array (FPCA)

solution has to be made. A comparison of these two approaches can be found in [1]. The

ASIC solution is better in terms of speed and I)rice per part. if more than 10.000 parts are

needed. The FPGA solution wins, if time to market is more important, the development

cost should be low (production of less than 10.000 parts) and more flexibility (as in the

software approach) is wanted. This work will only focus on solutions using FPGAs.

Besides the hardware platforn, the developer also has to choose the type of arith-

metic he wants to use for the implementation. The manufacturers of FPGAs document

in their application miotes signal processing solutions using different kind of bit parallel,

bit serial or mixed serial/parallel arithmetic [2, 3, 4]. Some researchers proposed the use

of on-line arithmetic [5] for FPGA solutions of signal processing applications [6, 7, 8, 9].
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On-line arithmetic is a bit-serial arithmetic that takes the input in a serial manner, most

significant digit (MSD) first, and produces the output also in a serial manner, MSD first.

Although it was shown that the use of on-line arithmetic on FPCAs is feasible,

nobody showed so far how on-line arithmetic compete with other state of the art imple-

mentations on FPGAs. We will show in this work, how on-line modules can be imple-

menteci efficiently on FPGAs and how DSP algorithms can be implemented as networks

of on-line modules, including how these structures can be controlled. We will compare

these solutions with DSP building blocks that are available as znteiiectaal property (IP)

from an FPGA manufacturer and with networks that are built with arithmetic IP com-

ponents. The criteria for this comparison are coniputation latency. throughput and chip

area.

1.1 Organization Of The Thesis

First, an overview of on-line aritliiiietic. digital signal processing and field pro-

grammable gate arrays will be given. Chapter 2 provides the theory behind the on-line

arithnietic morhiles used in this thesis. Their implementations for FPCAs ale (hiscussecl

in Chapter 3. This Chapter also gives further information about FPGA technology and

writing VHDL code for FPGA synthesis. Chapter 4 describes how signal processing ap-

plicatioiis can be realized as networks of on-line modules and compares theni with other

FPGA solutions. The conclusions of this work are finally presented in Chapter 5.

1.2 On-line Arithmetic

On-line Arithmetic algorithms take the input operands in a digit serial manner,

MSD first. The result that is also produced in digit serial manner, MSD first, is obtained

after a short delay. This kind of arithmetic was first proposed in the 1970s. An overview

of On-line Aritliinetic can be found in [5] and [10] and many other documents. One

advantage of these algorithms is that all arithmetic operations caii be processedl in the
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inputs on-line delay of the first module
2: on-line delay of the second module

output module

output 2nd module

FIGURE 1.1: Overlapping on-line computations

same direction, therefore it is possible to pipeline consecutive operations that could not

be pipelinecl using conventional algorithms. The second main advantage is that the

computation can be stopped after the desired precision is attained. In conventional

multiplication of two N-digit numbers a (2 N)-digit result is produced and in usual

signal processing calculations the least significant half of the result is never used.

Conventional serial designs have a dela of 1 clock cycle. On-line arithmetic mod-

ules produce the MSD of the result after (o + 1) clock cycles, where is called on-line

delay and is usually a small constant integer. That means, to generate the th digit of

the output. + a) digits of the input operands are needed. It is possible in most aith-

metic operations that less significant digits of the inputs can change all previous digits

of the result. An easy example for this is the addition 10001 + 9999 = 20000 where the

carry from the most right position propagates through the whole result and changes all

previous digits including the MSD. To avoid this problem and produce the I\ISD of the

result before the complete input operands are known, on-line arithinetic uses redundant

number systems. It is common to work with fractional numbers in on-lme arithmetic to

simplify the alignment of the operands and to make them compatible with all operations.

Figure 1.1 shows how on-line operations can be pipelined (overlapped execution).

As soon as the first digit of the result is produced the execution of the following operation

can start. This is not always possible in conventional digit serial arithmetic, because some

operations start with least significant digit' (LSD) and others with MSD2. There exists

no arithmnetic that always starts with the LSD.

'Examples for these operations are addition and multiplication.
2Examnples for these operations are division, square-root and logarithms.
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1.2.1 Redundant Number Systems

On-line algorithms produce definitive output digits based on partial information

of the input values. This requires a redundant number' repr'esentatzon system (RNS). A

redundant radix-r weighted number system has more than r different possible values for

one digit. A number X in such a system is defined as

X (1.1)

where r is the radix of the system and are the digits with x E IJJ where ll C Z and

> r. M is the number of fractional digits and (N + 1) the number of integer digits

of this number. This (lefihlitiorl results in a system that has different representations for

the same number.

One of the most used RNS is signed dzgit (SD). A SD nuniber system has the (ligit

set {(r 1). . . . .0..... (r 1)} [11]. Commonly used radix-2 digit sets are {-1, 0. 1},

which is a SD RNS3. and {0. 1. 2}. An example for the second of these sets is a number

stored in carry-save (CS) forni. Both of these sets lead to a maximall redundant nuniber

system [12].

Negative digits are commoiily written with a bar. e.g. 1 1. Inside the algo-

rithms a physical bit-level representation for the digits has to he defined. The most

widely used representations for radix-2 SD number systems are borrow-save (BS). two s

complement (TC) and sign-magnitude (SM). Table 1.1 shows these three representa-

tions.

The use of a RNS also brings one disadvantage. It often can not be avoided that

the result of an operation is represented with more digits than needed for the given

numerical range. Those extra integer digits are sometimes referred as false overflow.

These extra digits can reduce the efficiency of arithmetic units using redundant number

systems.

3Radix-2 signed digits are sometimes also referred as signed bit (SBIT)
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Value Notation BS Representation IC Representation SM Representation
a+a a1a0 sill

o o 00 or 11 00 00 or 10
1 1 10 01 01

1 1 01 11 11

TABLE 1.1: BS. TC, and SM representation of signed-digit

1.2.2 Definition Of On-line Algorithms

Most on-line algorithms have a certain structure using a recurrence equation and

a selection function. Therefore, any on-line algorithm can be specified with a set of

properties. These properties are:

rhe on-lzne dela?j O

The number of digits of the inputs that need to be accumulated to produce the

first digit of the result.

The operands (e.g. A, B) and the result (e.g. Z) in online form at the tzme j

j +(5

A[j] = ar = A[j 1] +o+ .rLl+(5)

j+

B[j] = = B[ 1] +b+ r3+6)

Z[j] = zjl = Z[j 1] +zjr (1.2)

Where at ally time in the algorithm tile condition Z[j] = F(A[j]. B[j]) + rr

where c is bounded by ki < 1. must be fulfilled.

The residual function C

This function is needed to calculate the internal residue W{j] of the algorithm from

the previous residue W[j 1]. the result produced UJ) to this point Z[j 1] amid

the received chgits of the operands A[j] and BEj].

W[j] = C(W[j 1]. A[jJ. B[j]. Z[j 1]) (1.3)
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The function C should contain only addition and subtraction, multiplication with

one digit and shift operations for the algorithm to be efficient. The add and

subtract operations should be realizable without. with short, or with fast carry

propagation chains.

. The selection function S to select the digit of the result

= S(W[j 1]. A[j]. B[j]. Z[j 1]) (1.4)

This function has to be designed in a way that the error condition for the result is

fulfilled and the residue stays hounded. It is desirable that the selection function

is clesigiiecl in a way that a truncated residue W[j 1] can be used. Thus, together

with the selection function we also need the information what precision t of the

residue has to be used.

1.2.3 Previous Work With On-line Arithmetic

On-line arithmetic was introduced by M.D. Ercegovac at Uruversitv of California.

Los Angeles (UCLA) in the 1970s. Since then most research about it has been (lone at

UCLA under lns supervision. They showed an overview on on-line arithmetic [5] and a

design methodology for the algorithms [13] that can be used to derive any rnathematical

function using on-line arithmetic. Other early papers from UCLA showed the implemen-

tation of several different modules as multiplier [14. 15]. divider [14. 16]. multiply-and-acId

[17] and the on-the-fly converter [18]. which is a very important interface component to

convert numbers from a redundant representation system into conventional twos com-

plemnent numbers. How to implement floating point on-line units is showed in [19]. They

also did case studies about different radices [20] and the handling of long numbers using

on-line arithmetic [21, 22]. Several papers showed the derivation arid implenientation of

VLSI FIR and hR filters [17, 23, 24], focusing on ASIC implementations. More recent

publications dealt with algorithms for complex number arithmetic [25] and modules for
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digital signal processing like FFT and DCT [26, 9]. One of these papers shows an on-line

serial distributed arithmetic approach for FIR filters on FPGAs.

High precision on-line modules suffer from high fan-out problems. Linear Sequen-

tial Array (LSA) organization [27. 28]. which can be applied to ally on-line algorithm.

reduces this problem.

Several of these recent papers of UCLA claimed that on-line arithmetic is highly

suitable for FPGA implementations. but there is no overall comparison with other state

of the art FPGA implementations. Most of these works focused on one single module.

small networks of two or three modules or regular networks of one special module, like

tile butterfly module in FFT. They often worked with range limitations on the input

operands that are not always applicable for real applications. None of these publications

shows how large and complex networks of on-line modules can be controlled.

There are also several researchers in Europe. namely in France at Ecole Normale

Supérieure (IC Lyon, in Denmark at Odense and at Aalborg University and in Switzerland

at Ecole Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne, working with on-line arithmetic. Besides

theoretical work like computing of logarithms and exponentials [29]. using complex and

negative radix systems in on-line arithmetic [30], a lot of practical oriented work has

been done. The complexity' of several on-lime functions were discussed in [31]. The

conclusion of [31] is that on-line arithmetic is very suitable to handle large numbers.

Modules for multiplication and division of large numbers are shown in [32]. A desigii of

a systolic on-line division module along with a comparison to other division algorithms

is shown in [33]. I\Iore recent publications show time use of on-line arithmetic on FPGAs.

Possible implementations for several basic modules are shown ill [6]. Those modules

were used for an FPGA implementation of a real-time digital controller presented in [8].

Tins paper also talks about different schemes to control the network but does not cover

the details about this issue. The design for a special programmable hardware for on-line

arithmetic is presented in [34]. This hardware takes advantage of the similar structure

1Cornputation time and chip area in function of precision
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of most on-line algorithms using a recursive computed residue and a selection function.

Therefore it provides a programmable selection function and programmable connections

into the residue adder. This hardware is claimed to be suitable for low Tower computing.

Research on on-line arithmetic at Oregon State University is now going on for

about two years. In a first paper about on-line multiplication was shown that. although

a conversion of the input operands is necessary if carry-save adders are used to compute

the residual, this case is more efficient in terms of area and speed. than the widely

used design with a signed-digit adder [10]. The most recent publication shows the LSA

organization for a division module [7].

1.3 Digital Signal Processing

Digital signal processing is a fast growing area of research and engineering. With

the increasing speed of digital computers. it became possible to l)CC signals in real

time in the digital domain rather than in the analog domain. Digital systems are for niost

applications cheaper and offer more flexibility than analog designs. Furthermore digital

representations of signals are less vulnerable to noise. distortion. loss, and interferences

and they cami easily be stored. e.g. iii a RAM or on a storage medium like a disk drive.

Digital representations of signals are time and value discrete. A digital signal in

the time domain is normally represented by a sequence of fixed precision sample values.

Contrary to normal computing, where 32 or 64 bit numbers are nowadays standard,

precisions of 8, 12 or 16 bits are widely used in signal processing. It is usual to work

with fixed point numbers floating point representations are an exception. According

to the sampling theorem, an analog signal has to be sampled with at least twice the

maximum frequency contained in the signal. Thus, it is sufficient to work with several

kilohertz to process speech or music signals. But other applications such as radar or high

speed communication devices require sampling rates of several megahertz.

There exists a huge variety of signal processing applications and algorithms. Most

of them have either the goal of improving or restoring the signal. or to extract information



contained in the signal. Two large groups of algorithms are filters and transformations

between the time and the frequency domain. Both groups contain again a huge variety of

algorithms. A lot of these algorithnis exploit a high level of parallelism and use only fast

arithmetic functions like multiplication and addition. Examples of such fast algorithms

are Finite Impulse Response Filters (FIR filters). Fast Fourier Transform (FF1). and

Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT). But in both classes also exist some algorithms that

require the computation of non-linear functions or expensive arithmetic functions like

division and square-root. Examples of these algorithms are median filters, which require

sorting of data samples or Yule-Walker Power Spectrum Estimation, a transformation

that requires the computation of divisions and sometimes even square-roots. The second

one in particular does not allow a big amount of parallelism because of data dependencies

in the algorithm.

We will show two examples of signal processing algorithms realized with on-line

arithmetic. These two algorithms are FIR-filters and Levinson-Durbin Recursion, which

is a part of Yule-Walker Power Spectrum Estimation. We will discuss those algorithrns

in Chapter 4 of the thesis.

For further informat ion about digital signal processing refer to one of the numerous

books about this subject as for example [35].

1.4 Field Programmable Gate Arrays

Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPCAs) are chips that are organized as a rect-

angular array of programmable logic cells arid programmable interconnections between

them. Figure 1.2 shows the general structure of an FPGA. The part gate array in the

name is actually misleading, because the programmable cells on these chips are much

more complex than simple gates. The so called Configurable Logic Blocks (CLBs) are

capable of implementing a variety of logic functions of several input variables. They

are normally realized with look-up tables (LUTs) or multiplexers (MUXes) and flip-flops
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(FFs). This structure makes FPGAs extremely flexible and a rapid and economical way

to implement digital systems.

I/O Block

CLB

Wiring
Track

Routing
Switch

FIGURE 1.2: General structure of an FPGA

The programming capability of FPGAs call he realized using RAM, EPROM.

EEPROJ\I, or Antifuse technology. Chips using Antifuse technology can only he pro-

graimned once, but the chips are faster because the progranimed connections have a

very low impedance compared to other prograniuhing technologies. Furthermore, these

mterconnections use only little (hip area. EPROM technology can be reprogrammed.

but only out of circuit, and the reprogramming process is slow. Although EEPROMs

can be reprograniined in cirduit the process is also rather slow. RAM technology is

highly suitable if reconfiguration occurs frequently. But it is volatile arid therefore, the

chip has to be reprogrammed after every power-down. Connections programmed with

RAM technology also use a lot of chip area. Nevertheless RAM technology together with

Antifuse are the most common ways of programming FPGAs.

All implementations presented in this thesis were designed for Xilinx XC4000

FPGAs. This family of chip uses RAM technology for programming. The CLBs are

realized with LUTs. A more detailed description of their architecture is provided in

Section 3.1.1.
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2 ON-LINE ARITHMETIC MODULES

This Chapter provides the theory for different on-line arithmetic modules that are

used to implement signal processing applications. The complete derivation of an on-line

algorithm is shown for the multiply with constant and add (ol-cMAC) niodule. The whole

derivation is also shown for the multiply with constant (ol-cMULT) module hut with less

explanations.

Since the derivation of the conventional on-line multiplier is shown in several liter-

ature [10. 14. 15]. we will only give the results for the recurrence equation. the selection

function, and the parameters. The on-line (livision modules that can be found in the

literature often have constraints for the inputs that are not applicable for signal process-

ing applications. Changing this constraints influences the selection function and several

parameters. We will discuss the necessary modification and show a version that could be

used in signal processing applications. Besides the on-line division we will also discuss

the SRT-division algorithm. This algorithm is actually not an on-line algorithm because

it takes the input operands in parallel, but it can be preferable in networks of aritlmnietic

modules to use this algorithm instead of on-line division.

The on-line adder works differently than other on-line modules. There is no re-

currence edluation and no selection function. We will give a clescriptiomi of the modules

used to pemformn on-line addition and show how it works.

At the end of this Section we show several interface modules that are used to

connect on-line arithmetic modules with conventional arithmetic modules or I/O com-

ponents.

2.1 On-line Multiply With Constant And Add (ol-cMAC)

The desired operation of the ol-cMAC module is Z A . B + C where B is a

constant that is available in parallel at implementation tiriie or in the first clock cycle
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of the operation. A and C are normal operands in on-line form, that arrive in hit serial

manner, MSD first. All operands are fractions.

2.1.1 Inputs And Outputs

The inputs for this module in each cycle are represented as

A[j} = = A[j 1] +

B[j] = B=bor°+hr'

C{j] = r = C[,j 1] + (2.1)

and the output as

Zj] = ZJ 1] + z3 (2.2)

where a. c, z E {(r 1). .... 0 ..... (r 1)}. b E {0 ..... (r 1)}. j is the index of the

cycle in the algorithm. S is the on-line delay of the operation. and r is the radix of the

riuniber system.

2.1.2 Recurrence Equation

The error of the on-line computation at each step is given for this operation as

(A[jJ B + C[j]) Z[j] <r (2.3)

with this information we can define the scaled residual at step j as

that is hounded by

W[j] = . (A[j] . B + C[j] Z[j]) (2.4)

w < W[j] w (2.5)
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For the recurrence equation we need WEJ] as a function of W[j 1]. This can be

achieved with the following modifications

W[j] = r (A[j]B+C[j]Z[j])

= r3 (A[j 1] B+a+8 .B+C{i 1] +c

Z[j 1] z r3)

= r.T[j_1]+r.(aj+.B+cj+)_zj (2.6)

using the initial condition W[0] = A[O] B + CEO]

For the further derivation we split this equation into two parts:

H1 (a . B + (2.7)

H2(ZJ) z (2.8)

The recursion equation looks now as follows

Furthermore, we define

IV[j] = r 1] + H1 + H2(z1) (2.9)

P[j] = r 147[j 1] + H1 (2.10)

winch is independent from z and therefore can be used for the selection of z. The final

equation is

W[j] = P[j] + H2(z) (2.11)

2.1.3 Conditions For Selection

The selection function has to select zj in a way that WLI] stays inside bounds. It

is similar to the selection in digit-recurrent division. We want to identify the upper and

5These values are according to the previous definition A[O] = a r, B[O] = B and C[O] =r'
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the lower bound for a selection interval [Lk, Uk] such that z = k if Lk < P[j] < U.

This leads to the following definition of the bounds:

Lk > w H2(k) = w k (2.12)

Uk < wH2(k)=w+k (2.13)

The most critical interval is the one for the inaxilmun digit value i It is sufficient

to look only at the upper bound of the interval.

U inax(P[j]) max(r. W[j 1] + H1) = r + max(H1) = w + 2 p r (2.14)

From tins equation we get a condition for the bounds w of W[j]:

w+p r.w+2.p.r_O

r 1
(1 2 1_O) (2.15)

Note that this result is identical to the one in the derivation of the selection function of

the on-brie multiplier in [10]. This is clue to the fact that the maxinnnn value of H1 is

the sanie iii both cases.

The overlap condition also has to he satisfied. Each selection constant has to be

defined in the overlap between two consecutive selection intervals A = Uk_i Lk. It is

necessary to guarantee a minimum overlap area such that an estimate of the residual

(truncated residual) with only t fractional bits may be used. By truncating a number

we introduce an error in positive (e5) or negative (e11) direction

(P[j] P[j]) Cpo (2.16)

where ]]j] is the truncated estimate of P[j]. Let rn(k) be a value with t fractional bits

that represents the lower limit for the selection interval for k and M(k 1) tile truncated

upper limit for the selection interval for k 1.

M(k-1)+e05 (2.17)

rn(k) > Lk (2.18)
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To guarantee that every possible value of the truncate residual Pj] is in a se-

lection interval we have to make sure that the continuity condition is fulfilled. Because

every two consecutive values of P[j] are separated by r it is sufficient to leave a gap

of r between m(k) and M(k 1).

717(k) M(k 1) <r_t (2.19)

Therefore the minilnuni overlap between two adjacent selection intervals is defined by:

(k. k 1) = UkI Lk M(k 1) + e0 ni(k) + e9 = epo + I'neg - T (2.20)

Putting tins result into equation 2.12 we obtain a further condition for :

1 + e0 + eng - r
(2.21)

2

Combining the two conditions from Equations 2.15 and 2.21 We obtain a relation for the

values of a and t:

[)
(1 2 r6)> 1 + e08 + enq

(2.22)r-1 2

For radix r = 2 and p = 1 it reduces to:

(1 22) e0 + Hnegl 2- (2.23)

For this work we consider three different radix-2 cases:

1. using a carry save adder (CSA) and storing the result in carry save (CS) forni

e0522. em.g0 S=3, t=3, w=3/4

2. using a signed-digit adder (SDA) and storing the result in signed-digit (SD) borrow-

save (BS) forni

e05=2t. e,eg=_2t 4' 3. t2. w=3/4

3. using a conventional ripple-carry adder (RCA) and storing the result iii non-

redundant two 's complement (IC) form

CnegO 52. t1. w=1/2
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Note that for the first two cases t = 1 also would satisfy the equation, but there

would not be a selection constant with precision t that would fulfill the conditions defined

by *1(k) and ni(k) for precision t (see Section 2.1.4).

With these results the recurrence equation for the oI-cMAC becomes

W[j] = 2 W[j 1] + 2- (a1+3. B + c3) (2.24)

for the case where tire residue is in CS or SD form arid

W[j] 2 T/V{j 1] + 22 (a+2 B + c2) (2.25)

if the residue is in non-redundant form. These equations can riot be used in this form

because we want to select zj from P[j]. We previously defined this as

P[j] = 7.. W[j 1] +H1 = r W[j 1] +r . (a B+c) (2.26)

replacing this in the equation for 1/V {j] we obtain

which implies

lVj] = P[j] + H2(z) = P[j] (2.27)

lV[j 1] = P[j 1] (2.28)

The recurrence equation can be rewritten for the CS and SD case as

P[j] = 2 (F[j 1] z) + 2 (a3 B + c3) (2.29)

and for the non-redundant case as

P[j] = 2 (P[j 1] z_1) + 22. (a+2 B + cJ+2) (2.30)

Using the definition for the bounds of W[j} (Equation 2.5) and the definition for

P[j] (Equation 2.10) we obtain the bounds for P[j] in the case where the residue is in

CS or SD form
3 1 7 3172.()= <P[j]<2.+=- (2.31)
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and where the residue is in non-redundant form

1 1 3 1 1 32.() <P1j]<2+= (2.32)

These results imply that the residue will need two integer bits (for sign representation).

In the literature the letter I4 is usually used for the residual. If we substitute the

letter P with W we get the final recurrence equation for the ol-cMAC. For the CS and

SD case

TV1j} = 2 (Wj 1] z3_1) + 2 (a33 B + c+;) with <1V[jJ < (2.33)

arid for the non-redundant case

IV[j] = 2 (W[j 1] z_1) + 22 . (a+2 . B + c+2) with <1Vj] < (2.34)

2.1. Selection Intervals And Selection Function

The values for the selection constants were obtained considering the values for the

upper and the lower hounds of the selection intervals

rn(-1) L(-1) + (Theg 1 + (negJ

41(-1) = U(-1) = 1

= L(0) + efl(9J w + C19

Iti(0) = U(0) = W

ni(+1) = L(+1) + ICneg W + 1 + ICreg

M(+1) = U(+1) = w + 1 e03 (2.35)

The constants are chosen such that S(k) = 1(k) . 2, where 1(k) is a small integer. c < t

and rn(k) < S(k) < M(k 1) if M(k 1) rn(k) or S(k) = ni(k) if M(k 1) < m(k).

The second case can happen because we allowed a gap of r between the intervals. The

values for ni(k) and M(k 1) for the three different adder cases are shown in Table 2.1.

Note that, as mentioned before, the condition t = 1 for the CS and the SD case

would lead to a condition for S(k) that would violate the condition c < t when choosing
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Residual in CS form Residual in SD form Residual in TC form
t=3,w=3/4 t=2.w=3/4 t=1,=1/2

o ot - 11Cpo e9 -e8 . e, -. e

k m(k) M(k 1) ni/k) ]/I(k 1) m(k) M(k 1)

1 1/4 1/2 1/2 1/2 1/2 0

O 3/4 1/2 1/2 1/2 1/2 1

TABLE 2.1: Intervals to choose the selection constants of the ol-cMAC

the selection constant. The case t 2 would be possible for the CS case but it would

result in a more complex selection function because we would have to choose c 2

instead of c = 1. We can choose for all three cases S(1) = 1/2 and 8(0) = 1/2. The

only difference in the selection function is the precision of the truncated residue that

is needed. Equation 2.36 shows the final selection function for all three versions of the

ol-cMAC.

1 if W[j] <
z 0 if (2.36)

1 if W[j]

2.2 On-line Multiply With Constant (ol-cMULT)

The desired operation of the ol-cMULT module is Z = A . B where B is a constant

available in parallel at implementation time or in the first clock cycle of the operation.

A is an operand in on-line form. that arrives in bit serial manner. MSD first. All operands

are fractions.

The derivation of the ol-cMULT follows the same steps as the one for the ol-cMAC.

In this Section we only present the results of the derivation steps. Definitions that were

previously made are not repeated. For further details about the derivation steps refer to

Section 2.1.
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2.2.1 Inputs And Output

The inputs A and B in each cycle are represented as

A[jJ = = A[j 1] +

N-i

Bj] = B i° + hr (2.37)

and the output Z as

Z[j] = zj Z[j 1] + z3 (2.38)

Note that in the case where a RCA is used to calculate the residue. the result does not

have all integer digit. Therefore, the suni for Z[j] will run from 1 to j.

2.2.2 Recurrence Equation

The error of the on-line computation at each step is given for this operation as

B Z[j]i <r (2.39)

Therefore. the scaled residual at step j is

that is bounded by

W[i} = r (A[j] . B Z[j]) (2.40)

W[j] <w (2.41)

After the necessary modifications we get the recurrence equation in function of Wj 1]:

TV[j] r1.(A[jJ.B_Z[j])=r3.(A{j_1]+aj.r3.B_Z[j_1]_z1.r3)

=

= r TV[j 1] +r (a+6 B) (2.42)

with the initial condition W[0} = A[0] B.
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Introducing H1, H2 and P we get the final recurrence equation

H1 = (a+ B) (2.43)

H2(z) = (2.44)

P[j] r W[j 1] + H (2.45)

W[j] r W[j 1] + H1 + H2(z) = P[j] + H2(zJ) (2.46)

2.2.3 Conditions For Selection

The bounds of the selection intervals [Lk. Uk] are identically defined as for the

ol-cMAC. The most critical interval is

U > max(P[j]) = max(r W[j 1] + Hi) = r + max(Hi) = + p r (2.47)

this leads to the first condition for the bounds of Wj]

w+p

w
r

(1 r) (2.48)

The condition for the overlap of two selection intervals gives the second condition for w

1 + e08 - r_t
(2.49)

The combination of the two conditions from equations 2.48 and 2.49 gives the relation

for the values of ö and t:

(1 r)> 1 + e0 + InegJ
(2.50)ii 2

For radix r = 2 and p = 1 it reduces to:

(1 - 2_1) > e + Cflegl - rt (2.51)

For this work we consider three different radix-2 cases:

1. using a CSA and storing the result in CS form

e08=2.2t, eT(g=O 2. t3. w=3/4
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2. using a SDA and storing the result in SD BS form

epos=2.er(g=-2t = 5=2, t=2. w=3/4

3. using a RCA and storing the result in non-redundant TC form

e03=2. e,=O 5=1. t=1. w=1/2

Note that again for the first two cases = 1 also would satisfy the equation but

there would not be a selection constant with precision t that would fulfill the conditions

defined by M(Ic) and m(k) for precision t.

With these results the recurrence equation for the ol-cMULT beconies

W[j] = 2 W[j 1] + 2 . (a+2 B) (2.52)

for the case where tile residue is in CS or SD form and

W{j] = 2 W[,j 1] + 2' (aJ+1 B) (2.53)

if the residue is in iion-redundant form. Or with using tile previous definition of P{j] it

becomes for the CS or SD case

P[j] = 2 (P[j 1] z1_1) + 22 (a+2 B) (2.54)

and for the non-redundant case

P[j] = 2. (P[j 1] z_i) + 2' . (a11 . B) (2.55)

Thus. the bounds of P[j] are

in the CS or SD case amid

3 1 7 31 7
(2.56)

(2.57)

if the residue is in non-redundant form. These results imply that the residue will need

two integer bits (for sign representation).
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If we substitute again the letter P with 147 we get the final recurrence equation for

the ol-cMULI. For the CS and SD case

W[j] = 2 (FV[j 1] z3_1) + 2_2 (a B) with <W{j] < (2.58)

and for the non-redundant case

W[j] = 2 (W[j 1] z_i) + 2_I (a+i . B) with <W[j] < (2.59)

2.2.4 Selection Function

Due to the fact that the values of w and t are identical for ol-cMAC and the

ol-cI\IULT. the selection functions are identical too. and given as

1 if W[j] <

= 0 if < W[j] < (2.60)

1 if l[j]
using 1 fractional hit if the residue is in non redundant form. 2 if it is in a SD represen-

tation. and 3 if CS representation is used.

2.3 On-line Multiplication (ol-MULT)

The desired operation of the ol-MULT niodule is Z = X Y where all operands

are in on-line form. All operands are fractions. The derivation of on-line multiplication

is shown in [10]. We will only show the results of the derivation.

The inputs and outputs at time j are defined as

X[j] = = X[j 1] + r(3+a)

j+5
Y[j] = = Y[j 1] + Yj+

Z[j] = zr =Z[j-1]+zj.r3 (2.61)
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Note that the result Z will have one integer digit. The generation of this additional digit

can not be avoided in the algorithm, although it would not be necessary to represent the

range of the result.

The recurrence equation to calculate the residue is

W[j] = r (W[j 1] z1) + r(x+ Y[j 1] + X[j]) (2.62)

for radix r = 2. maximum (ligit value p 1. and the residue in CS form, the on-line

delay becomes = 3. The bounds of the residue are 7/4 < W[j] < 7/4. therefore

2 integer bits have to be used for integer and sign representation.

The selection function has to use at least t 2 fractional bits of the residue for

the estimate of W[i]. The selection function for the CS case beconies

1 if W[j] >

= 0 if <T7[j] < (2.63)

1 otherwise

It is shown in [10] that the CS case is better than the SD case in terms of area

and speed. Thus. we do not consider the SD case here.

2.4 Division

Division is one of the more complex arithmetic modules. This fact is also true if

we are using on-line arithmetic. However, if we use on-line arithmetic, we do not face

one major problem conventional arithmetic does. There exists rio division algorithm

producing the result from LSD to MSD, they all work MSD first, like on-line arithmetic

does. There also does not exist a combinational network to perform division as it exists

for addition and multiplication. Division is always a sequential network that produces

the result in digit-serial manner.

Unfortunately there is another problem with division that is hard to cope with

when using on-line arithmetic the constraints on the operands. This topic is mostly

left aside in literature about on-line division. It is always assumed that the divisor D
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is in a certain range and that N < D. But, if this division module is used in the

middle of a larger network of on-line modules. we need control structures to ensure these

constraints. We will show an approach on how this can be achieved. The drawback

of this approach is that the delay of the network of on-line modules becomes variable.

Thus, we need another component to control the flow and realign operands in networks

of on-line modules. For networks with several division modules this task becomes very

complex and therefore. the use of the conventional division by digit recurrence that takes

the inputs in parallel and produces the result in serial SD form is preferable. A more

detailed discussion about this issue will be given in the Chapter 4 about networks of

on-line modules.

We will now discuss on-line Divsjon (ol-DIV) and conventional division by dgit

recurrence (SBT-DIV).

2.4.1 On-line Division (ol-DIV)

The desired function of this module is Q = N/D, where N and D are fractional

numbers in on-line toriui. It is assumed that N < D. therefore is also a fractional

imumber. D is bouiidecl in a certain raulge ' < D < 1.

The definition for on-line division caii he found in several literature [13. 7. 16. 19].

The input operands N and D and the result Q at time j are (lefined as

j+S

N[j] = n1r = N[j 1] + n1

D[j] = d r = D{j 1] + d5

Q[] = qj.r1 = Q[j 1] + qj r3 (2.64)

The recurrence equation is

W[j] = r (W[j 1] qj' D[jJ) + 2 (n+s d+s Q[j 2]) (2.65)
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The hounds for the divisor D are in most cases given as 1/2 D < 1. These

bounds are convenient in conventional division because every fractional binary number

with a 1 in the first position fulfills them. However, if we work with radix-2 SD represen-

tation of the inputs these bounds are unpractical because following negative digits in any

position can change a value with a leading 1 to a number smaller than 1/2. Therefore,

the bounds 1/4 < D < 1 are more convenient.

Changing the bounds for D impacts the oii-line delay and the selection function.

The relatioii between and the precision of the selection function t in the (Irvisioll for

radix r = 2 and maximum digit value p = 1 is

2
D[j] + 2 epo3 1j (2.66)

with Dj] 2-2 and the truiication errors for a CSA this becomes

2_2 9-t.

2
<

(2.67)

Therefore, the minimum oii-line delay is = 5.

Recall that the hounds of the selection intervals are defined as L(k) > -' H2(k)

and U(k) <w H2('). With H2(k) = D[j] and w = D{j] - 21 = D[j] 1/16

the bounds for the selectioii intervals using the truncated residue W{J] become

m(-1) L(-1) + erq = D[j] + Cng 2 . D[j] + +

M(-1) = U(-1) e0 = D[J] (/)Q Cpos

= L(0) + Cny + cnegl D{j] + + knegl

M(0) = U(0) = w = D{j]

711(+1) = L(+1) + = -w + D[j] + CmqI = + Ieng

M(+1) = u(+1) + D[j] = 2. D[j] (2.68)

\Vith t = 4 we caii define the following selection function:

1 if W[j] >

qj-i = 0 if
16

< W[jJ < (2.69)

-1 if 7[jJ <
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The algorithm discussed so far only works for positive values of D. This is due

to the fact that the selection function only knows the range of D and not its actual

value. In networks of on-line modules it is very likely that negative values of D have

to be handled. The sign of D is determined by the first non-zero digit, therefore it is

known when the first output digit is selected after cycles. The negative sign of D can

be compensated for by inverting the selection.

To bring the divisor D into the desired bounds we need to perform a normalizing

operation. A SD number in the range 1/4 < lxi < 1 is called quasi-normalized. The

condition for a quasi normalized nuniber in radix-2 SD is that it has to start with .10.

.11. .10. or .11. All SD numbers starting with these (ligits have a magnitude larger than

or equal to 1/4. Numbers starting with .01. .11. .01 and .11 might be in the range but.

in order to make sure they are in the range. they might be normalized (multiplied by 2).

A number starting with .00 has to be normalized in aiiy case. An algorithm to produce

quasi-normalized nunibers in on-line form works as follows:

1. receive 2 fractional digits

2. if the two digits are .10, .11, .10, or .11 go to 6.

3. if the digits are .00 go to 1.

4. if the dligits are .11 or .11 discard the second digit amid receive one digit. Go to 2.

5. if the digits are .01 or .01 shift left one position and receive one digit. Go to 2.

6. give the two first digits out followed by all further digits.

The problem of this quasi normalizer is that the delay between the MSD of the

input and the MSD of the output is variable. We will discuss in Chapter 4 what this

miieans for networks of on-line modules.
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2.4.2 Conventional Division By Digit Recurrence

Division by Digit Recurrence (SRT6-Division) is a well documented [36, 12, 27, 33J

and often used7 division algorithm that takes N and D in parallel and produces the

output in digit serial manner MSD first. Similar as for the on-line division algorithm

several constraints are defined on the input operands. We will work with a version that

takes 1/2 < D < 1 and N < D. Therefore. Q is again a fractional number.

The inputs N arid D and the output Q at time j are defined as follows:

N[j] = N=njr

D[j] = D=d2r

The recurrence equation is

= Q[j 1] +qjr (2.70)

W[j + 1] = W[j] q+r D (2.71)

If radix r = 2 and a CSA is used to calculate the residue. we can define a selection

function that is sinular to the ones used in on-line algorithms. For higher radices we

would need to define a staircase selection function that also includes D as an input. The

selection function for the radix-2 case becomes

1 if 0<W[i]<
q3+i 0 if l[j] = (2.72)

1 if <W[j]<
which implies that two fractional bits have to be used for the estimate W[j]. With the

same modification as described for the ol-DIV algorithm (Section 2.4.1) the design can

be made compatible with negative input values for D.

'This algorithni wa.s described independently by D. Sweeney. J.E. Robertson and T.D. Tocher thus
the name SRT.

7A radix-S version of the SRT division algorithm is used in all Intel Pentium chips. It became famous
because of the design flaw in the first Pentium chip series.
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There is no on-line delay S for this algorithm. It produces the MSD of the result

one clock cycle after applying the inputs.

If we want to use SRT-division in a network of on-line modules we have to obtain

the input operands in parallel first and normalize them. Tins can be clone with an

append register (AppREG) component with integrated normalizer, as it is (lescribed in

Section 2.8.3.

2.5 On-line Addition (ol-Add)

On-line addition could be realized in a similar way as the other on-line functions.

However, as long as signed digits in BS representation are used, a much more efficient

approach without a recursion or an internal residue W[j] can be used. It is a surprisnigly

simple design that is built from two full adders. It is derived froni the parallel SDA.

that works from least to iniost significant digit (right to left) and has a carry propagation

chain over two (ligit positions. The signed digit adcer is built with ppm- and mninp-

modules. A ppm-module implenients the fimnctiomi a b + c = 2 . e f and a mmp-module

b a c = f 2 e. where (a, b. c) are inputs and (e. f) are outputs. Figure 2.1 shows

the realization of these modules with a full adder plus inverters. Both of these modules

have ui identical truth-table (Table 2.2) and therefore the same hardware can be used

to iniplenient a ppm- and a mmp-module.

rniiau
UBuilil
u-uIilu
uiluIuu
iuuiuu
UI-gil
UIlUll
ililliUll
uUhIilU

TABLE 2.2: Truth-table of ppm- and mmnp-modules
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a b c a b c a b c a b C

II I

ppm - fa mmp - fa

I I I

e f e I e f e f

FIGURE 2.1: Structure and realization of ppm- and mmp-modules

Figure 2.2 shows a section of the structure of a parallel signed-digit adder. The

ppm- and mmp-module with the same index form together one digit-slice. The carry

propagation goes over two digit positions. Imagine now the inputs were not fed in

parallel but serially in on-line form, at time j the most significant input digits (index 0),

at time j + 1 the second most significant digits (index 1) and so on. When the third

most significant digits (index 2) were provided at time j + 2, the first bit of the output

(index 0) could be produced. The definition of the on-line delay 8 says that j + 6 bits

are used to produce bit j of the output. Therefore the on-line delay of this adder would

be 6 2.

UT
0

s_

- +

mmp0
s_ s

So S0

j+2

j+ 1

+ - +

ppm

S* S

- +

mmp
s_ s

SI+ S1

j+3

FIGURE 2.2: Signed digit adder

j+2

ppm2
s+ s

mmp2
S_ S

s!+ 0r

j +4
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To perform the on-line operation described above a pipelined version of the signed-

digit adder can be used. A slice along the carry propagation (non-shaded area in Fig-

ure 2.2) has to be taken out and the signals that go out of that slice on the right side

have to be delayed by one cycle and connected to the same signal coming into that slice

on the left. This leads to the final 2-input on-line adder shown in Figure 2.3. At the

output, another register has to be added such that the operands can be processed in a

correct serial manner.

FIGURE 2.3: Two input on-line adder

2.6 Integer Digit Normalizer

As mentioned before, it can not be avoided that some on-line modules produce

additional integer digits, that are not needed to represent the possible range of the

result. These extra digits can reduce the efficiency of a network of on-line modules. A

way to handle them is a normalizer component that eliminates all integer digits.
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A fractional number (-1 < x < 1) in a radix-2 SD RNS can be represented by

three different types of vectors:

1{I}*.{0}*Ixxx

I{1}*.{0}*lxxx

0. xxxxx .x

(2.73)

where {0}*. {1}*. and {i}* represent a sequence of n zeros, ones, and minus ones, with

n > 0. It is possible to convert the first two types of vectors into the third type. This

can be performed in a digit serial, MSD first manner, using a sequential state machine.

The normalization circuit does not add any sequential delay, it only adds combinational

delay to the datapath. Time functionality and the implementation of this component is

described iii detail in [10]. We will refer to this component as Integer Digit Normalizer

(iNORM).

2.7 Two's Complement To Signed-Digit Converter

On-line niodules expect the inputs in a redundant SD form. In most cases the

input data comes in a conventional binary IC format. Thus a component is needed to

convert the data from a non-redundant IC format into a SD number representation.

The easiest solution would he the direct mapping of digits. The MSB of the TC number

is a negative digit and all others are positive. The other possibility is to remove the

sign-bit of the IC number and modify the other bits accordingly. With this technique

a N-bit binary TC number can be converted into a (N 1)-digit radix-2 SD number.

Two different cases have to be considered. In the first case. the input data into the

system is already in a bit-serial manner MSB first. In the second case, the data arrives

in parallel.

The fully serial version can be clone with a similar state-machine as the integer

digit normalizer presented in [10]. The state-machine is simplified because only negative

numbers have to he converted. A negative fractional IC number can be seen as a negative

integer hit followed by positive fractional bits. The absolute value of this number is less
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than one, therefore it is possible to eliminate the integer bit if SD representation is used.

In a positive TC number this integer bit is always 0 therefore it can be passed directly

through the module. The following example shows how it works. Consider an 8-bit

signed fractional TC nmnber 1.11010102 which is equal to O.i7l875io. This number

can be written as a SD number with one integer bit I.11010102SD. The leading 1 can

be combined with all direct following is, this gives the reduced SD number °°10101°2SD

which is still equal to 0. 171875i. Figure 2.4 shows the functionality of this component.

serial
\2

reset

TCLoSD
'I

I0,0i0 q,l/q >. qX/qcon verter

TtoJen clock
1,0/0

q,token/z

X: don't care

0,xJ-1

FIGURE 2.4: State diagram of the serial TC to SD converter component

Besides the serial data input q, the circuit receives a token that marks the first

fractional bit position. If a 1 was received before the token (sign-bit), all consecutive

digits will be set to 1 until the next 1 is received as input. From then on the input

digits will be passed directly to the output. If there was no 1 received before the token,

the whole input sequence is directly passed to the output.

If the input data arrives in parallel, the TC to SD conversion can be integrated into

a parallel to serial (P2S) converter. The actual conversion is still done in a serial manner.

To do it in parallel would be too area intensive and would be even slower. With merging

the TC to SD and the P2S converter together the wait state in the TC to SD converter is



d1 Parallel to Serial, ZOW

N" TC to SD Converter 2

reset cik load

MSB (sign-bit)

'I,

(N-1)-bit shift register dsiiiaoutJ Modified IC to
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with parallel load SD converter

reset clk load
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d, MSB, /

rect I d,,

1,I.X/O X,X,1 I-i

FIGURE 2.5: Block diagram of parallel to serial converter with integrated TC to SD
converter with the state diagram of the modified converter

no longer needed. Furthermore the length of the register in the P2S converter is reduced

by one because the sign bit does not have to be stored there.

The block diagram of the whole component and the simplified state-diagram for

the TC to SD converter are shown in Figure 2.5. When the load input is active the data

without the sign-bit is loaded into the shift register and if the sign-bit is 1, the TC to SD

converter changes into the minus state. Every clock cycle, one bit of the data (dshjf tout)

is shifted out of the register into the modified converter. The converter changes back to

the direct state as soon as it receives a 1 in the d3hftt line.

2.8 Converter From Signed Digit To Conventional Number
System

All on-line modules produce the results in a RNS and in a digit-serial manner. To

interface the on-line modules with other components the numbers have to be converted

into standard TC notation.
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2.8.1 On-The-Fly Converter (OFC)

The On-the-Fly Converter (OFC) described in [18] converts serial signed digit

numbers with MSD first into TC numbers in parallel on the fly. It works with a N-bit

register Q{k] and a (N 1)-bit register QM[k], where QM[k] = Q[k] - without the

most significant digit. These two registers are shifted, or loaded with the shifted value

of the other register based on the value of the input-digit q,+i as follows:

f(Q{k], q+i) if qk+1
Q[k+1} =

(QM[k], r Iqk+1I) if qk+1 <0

J(Q[k],qk+l-1) if
QM[k+1}

1
(QM[kJ,(r-1)qkl) if q<O

(2.74)

The registers are initialized with all zeros. After N steps the result is in the Q register.

The schematic of an OFC is shown in Figure 2.6.

QI

I I
I I
I I
I I
I Bitslice 0 (LSB) I Bitslice 1 .. n (MSB)I I
I I

FIGURE 2.6: Schematic of the on-the-fly converter SD-input in TC representation
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2.8.2 Append Register With OFC

The OFC as it is shown in Section 2.8.1 will provide the converted output after

the last digit of the input is received. In the previous cycles only a shifted version

of the partial result is available. If the partial results are needed, as it is the case in

on-line multiplication. a different approach has to be used [15. 19. 10]. This append

register (AppREG) component with integrated OFC works as follows: Each bit slice

component has three registers. One of them is used for a token that travels from MSD

to LSD. The incoming SD is broadcasted to all bit positions. The component holding

the token inserts the bit in its data register and sets a flag. stored in the third register.

that marks that the hit in the data register is not confirmed, thus, can he changed by

following is. The component monitors the next incoming signed digits. If it receives

a 0, it does nothing, if it receives a 1 it inverts its data bit and resets the flag. and

if it receives a 1 it resets the flag. The flag set to 0 means that the contents of the

data register is confirmed and the component becomes insensitive to incoming digits. A

complete discussion about this component caii he found in [10].

2.8.3 Append Register With OFC And Normalization

If a SRT-DIV component is used in a network of on-line modules we need the

input operands in parallel and normalized. To achieve this we caii use a slightly modified

version of the AppREC presented in the previous Section. A control signal norm has to

be generated by comparing the immediate output of the component holding the sign bit

and the most significant fractional component. If the two bits are identical the data has

to be nornialized (shifted by one position). Each bit component provides the immediate

values for the flag and the data register to the component on the left. Depending on the

input norm it loads its own values in the registers or the values from the component to

the right. Figure 2.7 shows the modified component for the AppREG with normalization.
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x (SD)

token_in

flag
computation

data_shift_ou[
flag_shift_out

I

norm
MUX

-

data
computation

norm
MUX

data_out

data_shift_in

flag_shift_in

FIGURE 2.7: Append register with integrated normalization Bit component

2.8.4 Converter Using Ripple Carry Adder

A converter from redundant to conventional number represent ation can also be

built using a RCA and a register. The conversion algorithm simplifies to

Q[k + 1] i Q[hJ + q+i (2.75)

This converter does not provide the partial results of the conversion. Therefore,

it can only he used to replace the OFC and not the AppREC with OFC. Figure 2.8

shows the structure of this design. If BS representation is used for the input digits, it is

necessary to convert the digit into TC representation before the sign extension.

Tins design is definitely not as fast as the widely used OFC. but we will show later

that tins design uses significantly less area than the OFC if mapped on an FPGA and

that it does not reduce the overall performance of a network of on-line modules.
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qj: SD in TC or BS representation

Sign extension

N-bit ripple carry adder
I
r*Q[j 1]

NI' Q[i]

N bit register

1Q11-']

ku

Number in TC representation

FIGURE 2.8: Structure of the RNS to conventional binary converter using an RCA
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3 FPGA IMPLEMENTATION OF ON-LINE MODULES

This part shows how on-line modules can be efficiently implemented on Xilinx

XC4000 FPGAs. Designs that are very efficient for ASIC implenieiitations may not

show the desired perforniance in terms of area or speed on FPGAs. The designs have

to be modified so they fit better into the given structures of an FPGA and we can get

the best out of the available resources. It is essential for the developer to understand

the structure of the FPGA and to understand the developing tools to make the correct

design considerations. Time resulting designs we got out of the developing process dif-

fer significantly from the FPGA designs presented in [6]. They describe their designs

as linear sequential arrays. using bit-slices, as it is often (lone lU literature about VLSI

implementations of on-line arithmetic. We achieved better results describing full preci-

sion components for the residue adders and bit-multipliers. They only consider signed

digzt adders (SDAs) to calculate the residue. but we will show that other adders bring

significant advantages compared to the SDA.

First, we will give the prerequisites with an introduction on the Xilinx XC4000

FPGA fainily and show how VHDL code has to be written to be adequately synthesized

for FPGAs and how constraints have to be set to obtain time best results. Afterwards we

will show the designs of the modules presented in time previous Chapter pIus some other

generic modules as serial-in/serial-out shnft registers. Ve will leave the on-line adder out

of this Section. because the design is not critical at all.

While all other Chapters of this thesis are about FPGAS in general. this Chapter

becomes very specific in terms of target hardware and implementation software. All

design considerations presented are specifically for the Xilinx XC4000 FPGA family,

using the Xilinx Foundation synthesis and implementation software8. They might be true

for other FPGAs, especially other Xilinx families with similar structures. For significant

different FPGA architectures, e.g. ALTERA FLEX6000, it is necessary to verify sonic of

vVe used the Xilinx Foundation Version 1.5, 2.1 and 3.2 to obtain the presented results.
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the design choices. It was necessary to perform this hardware specific optimizations to

be able to compete with other XC4000 FPGA solutions that exploit such optimizations.

Nevertheless, we think that optimizations for different FPGA architectures would lead

also to very efficient designs that could compete as well with other solutions for these

FPGAs as the designs we optimized for the Xilinx XC4000 FPGA family.

3.1 Prerequisites

This Section gives some background information that is needed to develop efficient

modules on Xilinx XC4000 FPGAs using Xilinx Foundation development software.

3.1.1 Xilinx XC4000 FPGA Family

Xilinx XC4000 FPGA chips have three different configurable elements: Config-

urablc Logic Blocks (CLBs), Input/Output Blocks (JOBs), and routing resources. The

CLBs are used to realize the logic functions and the lOBs to (10 the interfacing between

the package pins and the internal signal lines. The FPGA consists of a N by l\l matrix of

CLBs surrounded by a perimeter of JOBs. Between these blocks are the programmable

routing resources to interconnect theni. All programming (logic and routing) in XC4000

FPGA chips is realized using RAM technology. Therefore the programming is volatile.

that means the chip has to be reprogrammed after every power down, but it can be fast

and easily reconfigured. For this work the structure and functionality of the CLB as

well as some information about the routing are important. A complete description of

XC4000 FPGA chips can be found in the Xilinx Databook [37].

The main parts of each CLB are two 4-input function generators (referred as F and

G function generators), a 3-input function generator (referred as H function generator),

two carry logic blocks (referred as fast carry logic (FCL) or as F/G carry blocks) and

two flip-flops (FF). Figure 3.1 shows the simplified structure of a CLB. All multiplexers

shown in Figure 3.1 are controlled by the configuration RAM and riot by inputs. The
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FIGURE 3.1: Simplified block diagram of a XC4000 CLB
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F and G function generators can implement any boolean function of up to 4 independent

inputs. They are implemented as memory look-up tables (LUTs). Therefore. the delay

of the function generators is independent of the realized function. The third function

generator H can implement any function of up to 3 independent inputs, where two of these

inputs can be the outputs of the F and G function generators. Therefore, any function

of 5 independent inputs can be implemented in one CLB and even some functions up to

9 inputs. Each output of a function generator can be connected to a FF and/or to one of

the direct outputs of the CLB. Each CLB has two direct outputs and two outputs from

the FFs. The F/G carry blocks can be configured to realize the ripple carry function for

adders. subtractors. incremnenters. and decrementers. The carry input and output of a

CLB can connect only to the carry ports of some of the neighbor CLBs. Using the FCL.

two full adders can be implemented in one CLB [38].

The two FFs are connected to the clock input of the CLB. Depending on the

chip several clocks can be available, but both FFs in one CLB have to use the same

clock. Also the clock-enable input of the CLB is shared by both FFs. The FFs can be
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configured to work on the positive or on the negative clock edge. In some chips of the

XC4000 family the FFs can also be used as a latch.

Another important feature of the XC4000 CLB is that the F and G function gen-

erator can be configured to work as random access memory (RAM). It is possible to use

them as level sensitive or as edge triggered RAM. The two function generators together

can also be configured as an edge triggered dual-port RAM block [39]. The hardware

that is used to control the RAM configuration of LUTs is not shown in Figure 3.1. The

Figure also does not show the special hardware to implement multiplexed buses that is

available in each CLB.

Between the CLBs are the routing resources. They are all composed of metal

segments with programmable switching points. Two lines are connected in a switclung

point over a transistor that is controlled by a RAM cell. Therefore, every switching point

a line passes (connected or not) acIds some delay. The overall delay of the signal routing

is in niost cases as long as the delay of the finctioii generators and therefore, it is one

of the limiting factors for performance. Some connections between neighboring CLBs

(local routing) are faster than other connections.

3.1.2 Writing VHDL For Synthesis

VHDL synthesis tools recognize certain structures in the code as specific hardware

devices as for example a multiplexer or a flip-flop.

It is illiportant that the writer of VHDL code is aware of the structures that are

recognized. Structures using a select or a case statement are recognized as mimltiplexers.

A two-input multiplexer can also be described with a conditional signal assignment

using a when statement. But the Xilinx Foundation synthesis tools do not recognize

a multiplexer with more thami two inputs if it is described that way. The result is still

functionally correct, but the tool does not use the special hardware available in the CLBs

to implement the multiplexer and therefore the implementation needs more area, is slower

and causes a higher fan-out for the selection net. The following VHDL code describes
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first an inefficiently synthesized 3-input multiplexer with conditional signal assignment

and then the preferable and better synthesized code using a select statement:

inefficiently synthesized:

output <= input_i when (sel = fOil) else

input_2 when (sel = "10") else

input_0;

efficiently synthesized:

MUX: with sel select

output < input_i when 'Ui",

input_2 when "10",

input_0 when others;

As soon as a signal assignment is guarded on a clock edge. either with a guard

statenient or with an if statement inside a VHDL process, the tools will implement

that structure as a FF. If the design is synthesized for ASIC the tool can choose a FF

implementation out of a huge variety to fit the description. In an FPGA. the tool has

to find a solution to implement the FF structure with the one it has on the chip. On

XC4000 chips two D-FFs with asynchronous reset or set and a clock-enable are available

in each CLB. The most efficient implementation can therefore be achieved if the (ode

describes exactly this type of FF. This is of course not always possible. but the (leveloper

should be aware of what happens if (lifferelit FF structures are (lescribed.

There are sonic FF structures that carl not be implemented. In this case the

synthesis tool will give an error. An example is a FF with an asynchronous set and

a reset. Worse are structures that can be synthesized, hut lead to inefficient designs.

Sometimes a synchronous reset is needed. To realize this feature a LUT is used to drive

the input of the FF to 0 if reset is active. If there is no free input into the LUT that

drives the FF input, this will add another level of logic and therefore more delay. Thus.

the developer should be careful rising such FFs in the critical path of a system. XC4000

chips have special resources to route reset signals. This very fast routings can only be

used for the asynchronous resets and sets. It is essential for a fast design that all FFs

use the asynchronous reset or set input for the global-reset of the chip. Failing to do so

will give a warning during synthesis and will result in a 10-20% slower design.
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Some specific components such as a RAM block can not be recognized by the syn-

thesis tools. If the developer wants to use it, lie has to instantiate it as a primitive out

of a library. Xilinx provides a primitive library with all resources that are available on

their FPGA chips. For most of these primitives they also provide a functional simulation

description. The use of primitives out of these libraries is extremely technology depen-

dent. Even for different chips of the XC4000 family there are different libraries with

non-compatible primitives. The use of primitives should he avoided as long as there is

another solution. As mentioned before. the RAM block is one of the cases where it can

not be avoided [39].

Another important point when describing a digital circuitry for FPGAS is to be

aware of the way logical functions are implemented. Each CLB in a XC4000 FPGA has

two 4-input LUTs plus one 3-input LUT that can combme the results of the two other

LUTs to implement a 5-input function. That means that every 4-input function can be

implemented in one level of logic and every 5-input function with two levels. but without

additional routing between CLBs. It (IDes not matter if the 4-input functiomi is minimized

or if the developer provided a function of mninterms. The FPGA implementation is the

same.

Functions of more than 5 inputs need niore levels of logic and therefore increase

the overall delay significantly. Of course. it is not always possible to avoid functions with

mimore than 5 inputs. But in this ease, the developer should provide the partitioning of

the function to avoid an inefficient implementation. Figure 3.2 shows an example of good

and bad partitioning. The synthesis tools have of course algorithms to find the optimal

partitioning, but those algorithms are by far not perfect. For example. a gate with a

fan-out greater than one is always taken as the output of a function generator. The

partitioning algorithm does not duplicate the gate, even if the copies could be absorbed

into other function generators (see Figure 3.3). More information about partitioning can

be found in [40].

The developers of the synthesis tools put a lot of effort into finding the optimal

solutions for often used logic functions. One of these functions is the additiomi of two
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FIGURE 3.2: Improving partitioning by gate decomposition

vectors. It is impossible to find a faster way to add two vectors on an FPGA than using

the arithmetic libraries and just write a + b. The tools will use the Fast-Carry-Logic

available on the XC4000 chips for vectors longer than 4 bits and a different structure

(a type of carry lookahead adder) for shorter ones. Any description of a carry-lookahead

adder we provided was slower and used more area than the solution produced by the

tools.

The conclusion might be: give the tools a try to solve your problem, do not spend

time on optimizing things others already optimized. If the result is satisfactory, use it,

if not, try to find a way to guide the tool to a better solution by describing your circuit

in a way that better fits into the given structure of the FPGA.

3.1.3 Setting Constraints

Constraints are additional information for the synthesis and implementation tools

on how the design has to be implemented. Timing and placing constraints are the most

often used ones. But it is also possible to specify how functions should be optimized or

which routing resources should be used for a specific net.
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a) LUT

b)
LUT

FIGURE 3.3: Improving partitioning by gate duplication

For all designs presented in this thesis we only set timing constraints. No placing

constraints were made. The implementation tools use timing constrains only during

placing and routing. They try to place the components and route them in a way to

meet the constraints. Logic optimization during synthesis is not dependent on timing

constraints in the Xilinx Foundation tools.

The timing constraints have to be set in a way that they can be achieved or at

least nearly achieved by the tool. This kind of constraints will lead to the best solution.

If the tool does not find a solution that meets the constraints it does not necessarily

give the fastest one as the result, but the one with the least paths that do not meet the

constraints, where the tool uses a weighting for different constraints (see [40]). It always

takes several tries to find the constraint values that lead to the best design. The best

way is to start with easy achievable constraints and then tighten them until the tool can

not meet them anymore.
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The best results for all designs could be achieved if the logic optimization algorithm

is allowed to flatten the design. However, this option can cause the synthesis to absorb

nets into CLBs, which means that they are no longer visible for simulation purposes.

Thus, using this option is often not practical during the design process but it should be

set for the final design.

3.2 On-line Multiply With Constant And Add (ol-cMAC)

The straightforward implementation of the ol-cMAC derived in Section 2.1 is shown

in Figure 3.4. Note that the representations of the inputs a and c, and the output z are

not necessarily the same. We will show how this classical design has to be modified and

how the single blocks (bit multiplier, adder and selection function) should be realized to

get the most efficient implementation of the ol-cMAC on Xilinx XC4000 FPGAs.

a (SD in TC or BS representation)

Bit multiplier
N

B (non-redundant TC binary number)

2

c (SD in TC or BS representation)

Adder

N+ö+2

Selection
function

z (SD in TC or BS representation)

FIGURE 3.4: Block schematic of an ol-cMAC
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3.2.1 Residue Format And Adder Type

Traditional on-line designs always use redundant adders with no or only a short

carry chain to reduce the delay and allow high clock rates. In the case of XC4000 FPGAs

this issue looks a bit different.

The implementation of a generic full adder (FA) or half adder (HA) as it is used

to implement a CSA uses one CLB (1 LUT for the sum and 1 LUT for the carry). The

register to store the residue needs in the redundant cases two FFs per digit. The adder to

calculate the residue in the ol-cMAC needs to be (N++ 1) digits wide. The (S+2) most

significant hit positions need one more adder level because of the addition of c. The

alignment of the adder inputs can be seen in Table 3.1. Therefore, the implementation

of a CSA plus register takes (N + 9) FAs or HAs plus 2 (N + 4) FFs. This results in

the use of 2 (N + 9) LUTs plus 2 (N + 3) FFs which will occupy (N + 9) CLBs in

the FPGA. The worst path of this design would he from the register over the selection

function (2 LUTs) into the adder (2 LUTs) to the register.

An SDA for a N-hit ol-cMAC consumes 2 (N + 2) FAs plus 2 (N + 4) FFs.

Therefore. tlus adder would occupy 2 (N + 2) CLBs in the FPCA and has an identical

critical path as the CSA. The use of a SDA would not bring any speedup compared to

a solution using a CSA but it would need about twice the area. This result is similar to

the one presented in [10] about the on-line multiplier. We do not further consider the

case where a SDA is used.

The implementation of a ol-cMAC using a ripple-carry-adder (RCA) can only be

considered because the Xilinx XC4000 chips have a fast carry logic to implement such

adders. The carry of each full adder can be produced in dedicated carry logic and routed

over a dedicated carry path into the neighboring CLB. This way, two full adders can be

implemented in each CLB. The delay of the carry logic and the carry path is significantly

smaller than the one of LUTs and the routing path into them. To store the residue in

non-redundant form only one FF per digit is needed. To avoid a critical path that shows

down the design we have to do some modifications in the bit multiplier (described! in
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Carry save adder non-redundant ripple carry adder
W80 W81 .Ws2 Ws3 W84 i115 W 0

'c0 Wcl .W2 W3 Wc4 t1c5 W,-.G 0

Po P0 Po P0 P0 P1 P2 PN-i 110 W1 U12 013 0)4 W5 11)6 0

c_1 c_1 c_1 c_i c0 n_ m0_1 rn1 m0 P1 P2 P3 PN 1

z0 zo

a'si n'sO 'i ft'82 ft'83 '84 1-18ii 11's(N+2) U'_i Ll'O 'i '2 0'3W4W5
W____W,,fj__.W__1L'c2__Wc3__W(.4__W)(.'3

Legend:
w: bits of the residue W[j 1] and W[j] p: bits of the product a B
c: bits of the input digit c a7: flag, 1 if the input a is negative
z: hits of the result digit z_i m: bits of the addition P0 + c

TABLE 3.1: Alignment of the ol-cMAC adder inputs

Section 3.2.2). With those modifications we can eliminate the +1 in the LSB if a is

negative as well as the second level of the adder and make the adder one bit position

shorter. The fact that the on-line delay O is less in this case also reduces the width

of the adder by one hit. The implementation of the (N + 2)-hit RCA plus N + 3 FFs

then occupies (N/2 + 2) CLBs in the FPGA. Although the bit-multiplier becomes more

complicated this is still a significant improvement in terms of area. Furthermore the use

of the non-redundant residue saves 3 CLBs in the selection function. Time critical path

of this design is the RCA (1 LUT + carry chain). Due to the fact that the carry chain

is very fast and more local routing can be used. the overall delay of this design is not

longer than the delay of the one using a CSA. The alignment of the adder inputs for

RCA is also shown in Table 3.1.

3.2.2 Bit-Multiplier

In a radix-2 implemeiitation the input digit a1 can be 1, 0, or 1. Therefore, the

possible output values of time bit-multiplier are B, 0, and B. We can consider two

different versions of the bit-multiplier. One that generates the multiplies of the constant

B and one that has a look-up table with all possible multiples.
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3.2.2.1 Generating The Multiples Of B

This type of bit-multiplier gets the digit a3 and the constant B as inputs. If a CSA

or RCA is used to calculate the residue the negative multiple B has to be generated

using TC arithmetic, thus, B B + 1. Because we (10 not want to use an adder in the

bit-multiplier to implement the +1 operation. it generates B by inverting all bits of

B and sending a 1 into the LSD-position of the residue adder. This can easily be done,

because the LSD of the shifted residue W{j 1] is always equal to 0. This approach is

not critical if a CSA is used. If a RCA is used this +1 operation creates a critical path

from the input a into the LSD position of the adder. over the whole carry chain or the

RCA to the MSD of the residue W[j].

In the case where a SDA is used to calculate the residue. tue bit-multiplier would

not need the +1 operation. Nevertheless, tlHs simplification in the bit-multiplier can not

compensate the disadvantages tins adder type shows in the residue adder iniplernentation.

We can conclude that this type of bit-multiplier could be appropriate if we are

using a CSA or an SDA to calculate the residue. If we are using an RCA it will slow

clown the design.

3.2.2.2 Lookup Of The Multiples Of B Including The Addition Of c

As shown in the previous Section, the use of an RCA on a Xilinx FPGA is much

more efficient in terms of area. But the generation of the B multiple would cause

a critical path that slows down the design. The solutioii to this problem is to use a

Stable lookup' for the multiples of B9. That means, that the module gets all possible

multiples of B as inputs or as generic values, rather than the multiples being generated

using TC arithmetic. The bit-multiplier then works kind of as a multiplexer to choose

the appropriate multiple. If the value of B is known at implementation time. e.g. B and

9The reader should not confuse the table lookup of the multiples with the lookup table technology
that is used in FPGAs to implement logic functions.
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B are provided as generic values, this increases the size of the bit multiplier by two

LUTs (independent of the coefficient length) compared to the one that generates the

multiples. Furthermore, we can also include the addition of c into this bit-multiplier.

The multiplier gets now B, Bi, B+ 1, B, B+ 1, Bi, 1, 0 and 1 as a constant

and selects the result according to the values of a1 and c1. It is sufficient to provide B

and B, all other constants can be generated by the synthesis tool at implementation

time. Using this technique, the output of the hit-multiplier has to be extended by one

position for sign representation. The inclusion of the addition results in an additional

increase of the bit-multiplier area of two LUTs compared to the one that generates the

multiples. Therefore. the area of the lookup bit-multiplier is 2 CLBs more than the one

of the multiplier that generates the multiples.

The main advantages of tins approach are that the carry chain of the RCA will

become one position shorter and that the additional adder level in the (a+2) MSDs could

be removed. Furthermore, the routing tool is able to find a more efficient way to route

this design, which decreases the routing delay in the critical path. Another advantage

of this approach is that the representation of the input digit C does not matter anynlore.

If c is in BS representation and goes (Erectly into the adder we would need one CLB to

convert it into IC representation first.

3.2.3 Final Design

The conclusion of 3.2.1 and 3.2.2 is obvious. To implement an ol-cMAC on an

FPGA we should use a bit-multiplier, which works with a hookup for the multiples of B

amid includes the addition of c, and to calculate the residue we should use a non-redundant

adder. The area gain we achieve with the use of the RCA and the simplified selection

function rectifies the use of the more complicated hookup bit-niultiplier. Furthermore.

we can reduce the on-line delay with the use of the non-redundant adder. Another

advantage of this design is that it does not produce an additional preceding integer bit,
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as a design using a redundant adder would do. The structure of the ol-cMAC optimized

for FPGAs is shown in Figure 3.5 and the alignment of the adder is shown in Table 3.1.

If the constant multiplicand B is not known at implementation time, but only in

the first cycle of the execution, the bit-multiplier that generates the multiples would

have to be used. This would slow down the design if we use a RCA or it would increase

the area significantly if we change to a CSA. I do not further consider this case for the

ol-cMAC.

Figure 3.6 shows a simulation of the ol-cMAC. Input A is a 7-digit SD number

in BS representation (A = O10111012SD = O.5390625io) and input C is also a 7-digit

SD number but in TC representation (C = 0.11OIOI12SD = O.6796875io). Note that a

7-digit SD number is equal to a 8-bit signed binary number. The constant multiplicand

B is in this example B = 0.11010102 = 0.8281250. The output value Z is a 15-digit

SD number in TC representation (Z 1.111000001IO1IIO2SD i.i260986328l25io).

a (SD in TC or BS representation)
c (SD in TC or BS representation)

2 2
Constants provided at implementation tune:

N
B (non-redundant TC binary number)

Bit multiplier I B (non-redundant TC binary number)

RCA N+2,I /11

Selection
function

z (SD in TC or BS representation)

FIGURE 3.5: Implementation of ol-cMAC optimized for FPGA
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FIGURE 3.6: Simulation of the ol-cMAC for FPGA

The timing of the cMAC module is shown in Figure 3.7. In this example we assume

that the module is reset after seven fractional digits are produced. The module is busy

for 11 clock cycles to process 7-digit inputs and produce a 7-digit output. The module

would in this case produce a 14-digit output. If we do not need this precision we can

reset (rst) the module after the desired precision is attained. The control signal t2 marks

when the module receives the first fractional digit and tt when the first fractional digit

of the output is produced. The ol-cMAC module does not use or produce those signals,

but preceding modules may generate or following modules may use them. The number

of clock cycles between those two signals is equal to the on-line delay 6. The numbers

given for A, C and Z in each cycle are equal to n, where 2' is the weight of the digit

that is processed in this cycle. The column
I
maxvaluel shows the maximum values the

inputs and the output can have. We will show later that this information is valuable

when analyzing the datafiow of larger networks of on-line modules.

signal name Imax. valuel clockycIes
input A 0.9921875

_
1

1

ti,,

2 3

2 3

0

ö *

4

4

1

tout

5

5

2

6

6

3

7
7

4 5 6 7

rst

input C 0.9921875

outputZ 1.9766235

ctrl- signals
busy

FIGURE 3.7: Timing of the ol-cMAC for FPGA
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Table 3.2 shows the implementation results for a single ol-cMAC on XC4000E-1

and XC4000XL-09 family chips in terms of area10, clock frequency and data-rate". The

size of the design only depends on the precision of B. The length of the on-line inputs A

and C does not affect the area. To achieve higher data rate we would have to use higher

radices. Designs using a CSA would be about the same speed for 8 hits and 12 bits, but

slightly faster for 16 bits. An increase of less then 5% in speed would not be worth nearly

doubling the area, therefore the version with the non-redundant adder is still preferable.

precision of B 8 bit 12 bit 16 bit
area 12 CLBs 14 CLBs 16 CLBs

(19 LUTs, 11 FFs) (23 LUTs, 15 FFs) (27 LUTs. 19 FFs)
max. clock rate
XC4000E-1 94 MHz 84 MHz 76 MHz
XC4000XL-09 104 I\IHz 95 MHz 86 MHz
max. data rate
XC4000E-1 9.4 MHz 6.0 MHz 4.2 MHz
XC4000XL-09 10.4 MHz 6.8 MHz 4.8 MHz

TABLE 3.2: Implementation results for the ol-eMAC

3.3 On-line Multiply With Constant (ol-cMULT)

The implementation of the ol-cMULT derived in 2.2 is very similar to the one of

the ol-cMAC. The considerations about the adder lead to the same conclusion. The use

of a CSA is too area intensive in relation to the speedup it brings. The alignment of the

adder inputs for the case of a CSA and a non-redundant adder is shown in Table 3.3.

The digit-by-vector multiplier should also be implemented using the lookup ap-

proacli. The advantage of the lookup approach for the ol-cMULT is not as big as for

10Note that 2 LUTs (1 CLB) are used to generate constant logical '1' and '0'. If you implement several
ol-cMACs on one chip the additional ones will need one CLB less.

' Assumptions: N-digit inputs. N-bit (N-I fractional bits plus sign-bit) coefficients. N + I hit outputs.
1 cycle for reset between the data values.
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Carry save adder non-redundant ripple carry adder
Wo U)81 s2 s5 U)s6

11'cO c1 e2 c3 c4 W5 Uc6 0 U)o Wi 2 W3 Wi W5 UY 0

PU P0 Po P0 P1 P2 P3 Pn-1 P0 P0 Po Pi P2 P3 P4 Pn-1
zO_z0

W81 WsO 0s1 s2 U)83 1V4 U)85 W(\T) W_.i U)Q Wi 2 U)3 0)4 U)5 U)\T

t'c 1 WcO 0)cl 0'c2 Wc3 Wc4 Wc5

Legend:

w: bits of the residue W[j 1] and W[j] p: bits of the product a B
a7: flag, 1 if the input a is negative z: bits of the result digit z_i

TABLE 3.3: Alignnient of the ol-cMULT adder inputs

the ol-cMAC. but designs using the lookup approach result in about 103 faster designs.

However, because it is not necessary to remove an additional level from the adder, as it

was in the ol-cMAC we cali consider the use of the bit-multiplier generating the niul-

tiples, if the constant multiplicand B is not know at implementation time. Although.

a design that takes B as an input in the first clock cycle of the computation is used in

one of the networks that will be discussed later, we will give all further results in this

Section under the assumption that B is known at implementation time. The structure

of the ol-cMULT optimized for FPCAs is shown in Figure 3.8.

The simulation of the ol-cMULT is shown in Figure 3.9. Input A is a 7-digit

SD number. A = °10'11017S1) = 0.5390625o. The constant multiplier B is in this

example B 0.11010102 = O828l25Oo and the output value Z is a 14-digit SD number

Z °'°°'0110110110028D 0.4464lll328l25. All signed-digit numbers in this

example are in BS representation.

Figure 3.10 shows the timing for the ol-cMULT. The Figure is created with the

same assumptions as Figure 3.7. The module is busy for 10 clock cycles to process 7-digit

inputs and produce a 7-digit output.

Table 3.4 shows the implementation results for a single ol-cMULT on XC4000E-1

and XC4000XL-09 family chips.



a (SD in TC or BS representation)

lookup 2 B (non-redundant TC binary number)
Bit multiplier - 1 B (non-redundant TC binary number)

RCA
I

N+I, h

Selection
function

z, (SD in TC or BS representation)

FIGURE 3.8: Implementation of ol-cMULT optimized for FPGA

FIGURE 3.9: Simulation of the ol-cMULT for FPGA

signal name max. vaIue clock cycles

input A 0.9921875 1 2 3 4

1 2

tin t0

5

3

6 7

4 5 6 7

rst

output Z 0.9844360

ctrl-signals

busy

FIGURE 3.10: Timing of the ol-cMULT for FPGA
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precision of B 8 bit 12 bit 16 bit
area 10 CLBs 12 CLBs 14 CLBs

(16 LUTs. 10 FFs) (20 LUTs, 14 FFs) (24 LUTs, 18 FFs)
max. clock rate
XC4000E-1 91 MHz 80 MHz 72 MHz
XC4000XL-09 103 MHz 96 MHz 89 MHz
max. data rate
XC4000E-1 9.1 MHz 5.7 MHz 4.0 MHz
XC4000XL-09 10.3 MHz 6.8 MHz 4.9 MHz

TABLE 3.4: Implenientation results for the ol-cMULT

3.4 On-line Multiplication (ol-MULT)

The block diagram of the ol-MULT as defined in Section 2.3 module is shown in

Figure 3.11. The additional input token has to be activated when the module receives

the first digits. It is used to enable the selection function and to synchronize the append

iiqzster (AppREG) components. The AppREG are used to obtain the values X [j] and

Y [j 1]. They accumulate the incoming digits and if a CSA is used to calculate the

residue, they convert them into a non-redundant TC representation. The module can he

configured to provide the immediate output containing information up to step j or the

output of the internal register containing information up to step j 1.

The implementation of the AppREG component and the signed-bit by vector mul-

tiplier (SBVM) is discussed in [10]. There is no other implementation for FPGA that

would show significant advantages over the ones presented. However, it would he possi-

ble to reduce the area used by the two AppREG if we combine them into one component

and let them share the same token'2. The main potential improvements for the ol-MULT

are in the residue adder and selection function.

tm2We did not do this optimization because of time limitations. The expected area reduction would be
N/2 CLBs



token x,3 yj+3

I 12 12

AppREG

SB VM r-

L

BVM

Selection
Enable

Sekction function

zil

FIGURE 3.11: Block diagram for ol-MULT

3.4.1 Residue Adder
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As mentioned in Section 3.2.1 the implementation of a CSA with FAs is very

expensive in terms of area. The use of a non-redundant RCA using the FCL on the

Xilinx chips would be preferable. The main probleni with using a non-redundant RCA

for the ol-MULT is that it has besides of the residue Wj 1] two other input vectors

X[j] and :cj3 Y[j 1]) into the adder. A complete reduction of all these inputs

into a non-redundant residue would need a two level adder and therefore, it would cause

a long critical path that slows down the design significantly. A possible solution for this

problem is to use one RCA to produce the W vector of the residue and another one

to produce the W vector. The left side of Table 3.5 shows the inputs into the residue

adder of the ol-MULT. If we consider that in the selection function the non-redundant

version of the 3 most significant bits of the residue have to be calculated anyway and

that the 5 most significant bits of the two bit-multiplier outputs are just a sign extension,
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and therefore the 4 most significant bits of the sum of those two vectors are also only

sign extension, we can realize the residue adder for the ol-MULT that processes N-digit

inputs with a (N + 5) and a (N + 2)-bit RCA (see Table 3.5, right side). The use of

the RCA brings an area reduction of about 20% conipared to a design using a CSA. It

also increases the delay of the critical path, but this speed depletion can be compensated

with an easy modification shown in the next Section.

Adder alignment improved adder alignment for RCA
1-1'sO s 1 W82 U'1 IL'84 Ws5 'O l '2 tL's3 Ws4 U's .....
11cO c 1 W(2 U'3 ILYe4 Wc5 .

.
Z() 0 .0 Wci W4 W5 Yin

xY, xY.xYxY rY, x ... xY x}. xY1 ......YN
yX8 yX8 .yX,. yX,. yX yX1 ... YXN yX,. yX yX1 ... YXN

's 1 'U0 'l1Y '"2 'L03 '104
. '0s(N+3) Ws 1 Wc(j .'Ul 'LL'3 LL).l

I ''cO c1 ILc2 Wc3'ft'c4 . . . '0'e2 U'2 11c2 'c2 Ue3c4 .

Leqend:

w: bits of the residue W[j 1] and W[j}
yX: bits of the product y X[j]
y,ii: flag. 1 if the input Yj+3 negative

xY: bits of the product X3 Y[J 1]

.rm: flag. 1 if the input Xj+3 is negative
z: bits of the result digit z_

1

TABLE 3.5: Alignment of the el-MULl adder inputs

The fact that the 4 most significant bits of the second residue vector are only a sign

extension and therefore all the same, simplifies the selection function and brings another

area reduction. However, note that the selection constants. the precision t needed for

selection and the on-line delay 6 do not change. because the residue is still stored in a

redundant form that is equivalent to CS form.

3.4.2 Break The Critical Path

The critical path of the ol-MULT is not the recursion as often assumed. It is the

path from the X input over the AppREG, the SBVM and the residue adder. The path
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from the Y input is not a problem because only Y[j 1] is used to calculate the residue.

That means we can use the registered output of the AppREG. For X. we are using the

immediate output X[j] of the AppREG. This path is not only critical because of the

number of logic levels, but also because of the high fan-out of the net into the AppREG

and the SBVM. Because tins worst path is not in the recurrence but on the input, it can

easily he broken up into two pipeline stages.

Figure 3.12 shows the pipelined input stage of the ol-MULT. The registers at the

output of the AppREG shown in this Figure are the ones in the AppREG. They are just

shown in tins Figure to illustrate the pipelining. All additional FFs are on the 2-bit wide

digit inputs and therefore do not add a significant amount of area. The high fan-out of

the y net can be reduced with using two registers. one to the AppREG and one to the

SBVM.

This modification increases the overall delay of the ol-MULT by one clock cycle.

Therefore, the new on-lme delay is = 4.

-3 Y+3 X1.,.

2 }2 2 12

:i- A AppREG L APPREG AppREG

.j j1]
:SBVM, SBVM SBVM, SBVM

TXW y,3XU] +3XUI

FIGURE 3.12: Input stage of ol-MULT without (left) and with pipelining (right)
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3.4.3 Final Design

For the final FPGA design of a ol-MULT we replace the CSA with two RCA and

introduce the pipelining in the input stage.

Another issue in the implementation of the ol-MULT is the fact that the selection

function has to be disabled for the first 1 cycles. This is not necessary in the ol-cMAC

and ol-cMULT. Instead of creating an independent logic for enabling the selection we

can use the travelling token in the AppREG to enable the selection.

Figure 3.13 shows the theoretical timing of the ol-MULT with S = 4. processing

7-digit inputs and producing a 7-digit result. The simulation of the module with the

inputs A = 011111102sD = 0.859375o and B = °'1111012SD = 0.6640625o. which

results in Z = 1'°1111100'1O'2SD = O.57O6787lO9375i is shown in Figure 3.14. All

SD numbers in this example are in TC representation. Note that it can not be avoided

that in some cases a integer bit is produced by the ol-MULT module. The results of

the synthesis for FPGA are shown in Table 3.6. Although we do not present the same

precisions that are presented in [10] it is easy to see that the area of the multiplier

is significantly reduced (about 20%) and the maximum operation frequency is still the

same. However this reduction is at the cost of one cycle more delay.

If a design that works with SD in BS representation is needed, it is more efficient

to convert the digits at the input of the module (before the registers for the pipelining)

and at the output (after the feedback into the residue adder) than creating components

that work with BS representation. The append register for ES needs significant more

signal name max. valuel clock cycles
inputX 0.9921875 1 2 3 4 5 6

1 2 3 4 5 6

0 1

ti,, -------5 -.--- tout

1 1

7

7

2 3 4 5 6 7

rst

input Y 0.9921875

output Z 0.9844360

ctrl- signals
busy

FIGURE 3.13: Timing of the ol-MULT for FPGA
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14

± BO

a Zi

o ZO

FIGURE 3.14: Simulation of the ol-MULT for FPGA

operand length 7 digit 11 digit 15 digit
area 48 CLBs 68 CLBs 88 CLBs

(77 LUTs. 67 FFs) (109 LUTs. 99 FFs) (141 LUTs. 131 FFs)
max. clock rate
XC4000E-1 77 MHz 69 MHz 63 MHz
XC4000XL-09 89 MHz 85 MHz 79 MHz
max. data rate
XC4000E-1 5.9 MHz 4.0 MHz 3.0 MHz
XC4000XL-09 6.8 MHz 5.0 MHz 3.7 MHz

TABLE 3.6: Iniplenientation results for the ol-MULT

area because one function used in each hit slice can not he implemented with a 4- and

a 3- input LUT as it can be done using TC representation. The BS cligit at the output

would add another level of logic in the critical path if it is fed back into the adder.

3.5 Division

The division module is the least optimized one that is presented in this thesis.

The optimization approaches that were shown for the previous modules did not show

the desired results. Because the division module is already the slowest module. it is not

acceptable to perform area optimizations that deplete the maximum clock frequency.

The final designs that we used to develop the networks are therefore designs tl1at were
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already presented in the literature. We leave the optimization of the division module for

FPGAs for further work.

The on-line division is by far the slowest on-line component arid therefore it would

he the limiting component for clock frequency in a network of on-line modules. The

SRT-division module is only slightly slower than the on-line multiplier.

3.5.1 On-line Division (ol-DIV)

If we consider the block diagram in Figure 3.15 which is adapted from [7] we see

that the worst path of this design is the selection function. the SBVM with D[j]. and

the two level adder. It is also important to notice that the fan-out of the net qj- 1 is very

high (into AppREG and SBVM). This will cause a very slow routing for tins net in the

critical path.

It is obvious that this critical path is considerably longer than the ones in all other

on-line modules (liscusse(l so far. Thmms. we (leflmntely cannot add more delay by using an

N]

P _1P
Adder

L

Selection function

q-

FIGURE 3.15: Block diagram for ol-DIV
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RCA. Furthermore, the adder of the on-line division has too many inputs to be realized

as a single level RCA. We would have to find a similar approach as for the multiplier.

but we could not find a solution that (lid not deplete the maximum speed of the design

significantly.

If a CSA is used the pipelined scheme presented in [16] can be used. The design of

the ol-DIV using this pipelining scheme is shown in Figure 3.16. The pipelining increases

the speed by 20Yc. This has two reasons: First. one level of the CSA is renioved out of

the critical path and second, the output of the selection function does not have to (hive

the lugh fan-out net q1 -i. A high fan-out network driven by a register output is less

critical than one driven by a function generator output.

Because the selection function is moved before the register it is possible to use qj

instead of qj i
as output of the module. Tins means although a pipehined scheme is

used the on-line delay S of the divider would theoretically not increase. However, if the

ol-DIV is used in a network of modules we have to use qj
1 If we would use q3. a

critical path that consists of the critical path of the divider plus the input stage of the

following module would be created. This would result iii depletion of the systeni speed.

The final on-line delay for this design is therefore S = 6. As shown in different pp"
[16, 19. 7] the addition of time input digit n can be removed from the adder. lime digit

can be comhnied with the vector dQ.

To make the module work for negative values of D the selection function nee(ls to

get the sign of the operand D. Therefore, the sign bit out of the AppREG has to be sent

to the selection function.

The timing of oh-DIV module processing 12-digit SD inputs and procluduig a

12-digit SD output is shown in Figure 3.17. The simulation with the inputs N =

= O.35O5859375O and D = O.101011l(J1012sD O.63525390625io

resulting in Q = = O.55224609375iü is shown in Figure 3.18. The re-

sult Q is in this example in the range N/D-2 <Q < N/D+21' and therefore it is

correct according to the definition of the algorithm. Table 3.7 shows the implementation

results for the ol-DIV on FPGAs.
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FIGURE 3.16: Block diagram for pipelined ol-DIV

signal name max. valu& clock cycles
input N ft9990234 1

I

t

2 3 4 5 6 7

2 3 4 5 6 7

---- ----
I I I

8

8

I

t1

9
9

2

10

10

3

I

11

II
4 5

I

6 7 8 9 10 II
rst

L J J

input D U.9995 117

output Q 55995114

ctrl- signals
Imsv

FIGURE 3.17: Tinting of the ol-DIV for FPGA

FIGURE 3.18: Simulation of the ol-DIV for FPGA
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operand length 7 digit 11 digit 15 digit
area 48 CLBs 80 CLBs 108 CLBs

(81 LUTs, 50 FFs) (130 LUTs, 82 FFs) (175 LUTs. 114 FFs)
max. clock rate
XC4000E-1 55 MHz 55 MHz 55 MHz
XC4000XL-09 59 MHz 59 MHz 57 MHz
max. data rate
XC4000E-1 3.6 MHz 2.8 MHz 2.4 MHz
XC4000XL-09 3.9 MHz 3.1 MHz 2.5 MHz

TABLE 3.7: Implementation results for the ol-DIV

3.5.2 Division By Digit Recurrence

For the SRT-division (SRT-DIV) we consider the implementation preseiited in [12].

The block diagram is shown in Figure 3.19.

The critical path of the design S the selection function, the SBVM and the CSA.

which has only one level in this design. It would be desirable to move the selection

function before the register and delay the output digit q with another register. With this

modification, the high fan-out net from the selection function into the SBVM could be

driven by a register output instead of a function generator. However this would require

that the selection function is between the iiniltiplexer to feed the initial value of N into

the circuit and the register. If the multiplexer is not directly before the register the tools

do not find the optimal partitioning and therefore increase the numbers of logic levels in

the critical path. which results in a slower design.

The use of a RCA would deplete the speed of the design and make it the slowest

module, which would limit the overall speed of a network of modules. Therefore, it is

best to implement it as it is shown in Figure 3.19. SBVI\I and selection function are

implemented the same way as described in previous modules.

The timing of the module processing 12-bit inputs and producing a 11-digit SD

output is shown in Figure 3.20. The simulation of the module for the input values

N 0.011001110112 = O.4O38O8S9375 and D = 1.001010001102 = 0.8408203125rn
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FIGURE 3.19: Block diagram for SRI-DIV

signal name Imax. value! clock cycles
input N 0.9990234 0:1! 2 3

0:11 2 3

1 2

t,,

I

4 5 6 7 8

4 5 6 7 8

3 4 5 6 7

LI

9

9
8

10 11

10 II
9 10 11

rst

inputD 0.9995117

output Q 0,9995114

ct,!- signals
busy

FIGURE 3.20: Timing of the SRI-DIV for FPGA
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iCLOCt ........ MO - fl- fll If If --I

FIGURE 3.21: Simulation of the SRI-DIV for FPGA
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operand length 8 bit 12 bit 16 bit
(signed)
area 19 CLBs 27 CLBs 36 CLBs

(35 LUTs, 18 FFs) (47 LUTs, 26 FFs) (58 LUTs, 34 FFs)
max. clock rate
XC4000E-1 72 MHz 72 MHz 70 MHz
XC4000XL-09 82 MHz 82 MHz 78 MHz
max. data rate
XC4000E-1 8.0 MHz 5.5 MHz 4.1 MHz
XC4000XL-09 9.1 MHz 6.3 MHz 4.5 MHz

TABLE 3.8: Implenientation results for SRT-DIV

resulting in Q = 0'°00"0002SD = 0.4804687500io is showii in Figure 3.21. Q is a

sd number in BS representation (q+q_). The result Q is in tins example in the range

N/D - 21 < Q < N/D + 2 and therefore it is correct according to the definition of

the algorithm. Table 3.8 gives the implementation results for FPGAs.

3.6 Serial-in/Serial-out Shift-Register

The inplenientation of conventional serial-in/serial-out shift registers using flip-

flops in FPGAs is very area consuming. As mentioned before, each CLB of a XC4000

faniily chip contains two flip-flops. which means that a 16-bit shift register would consume

8 CLBs. This is all unacceptable amount of hardware, because serial shift registers are

a very common component in bit serial arithmetic. For example would only the shift

registers in a 8-tap FIR filter (as we will show in Section 4.3) consume 64 CLBs. Xilinx

gives a solution for tins problem in [41] with the use of the RAM available on their chips.

A 16 x 1 synchronous RAM block together with a sequential address counter

behaves like an edge-triggered register. The read operation of time RAM module is level

sensitive. Therefore it shows the data stored at the address provided by the address

counter on its output. On the positive clock edge the data at the RAM input overwrites

the current data in the RAM. The counter changes the address omi the same clock
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edge and changes therefore the data on the output of the RAM. Because the address

generator is in a different CLB than the RAM niodule it is assured by the routing

delay that the hold time of the write operation is not violated. There is no need for a

conventional binary address sequence any repetitive pattern is acceptable. The easiest

way to generate the address is a linear feedback shift register (LFSR) modulo M counter.

[41] gives the decoding of the feedback signal for 4 and 5 bit counters for all possible

sequence lengths.

A 4-bit (modulo M) counter requires two CLBs. Each CLB contains two 16x1 RAM

blocks. The area consumed for the shift register bank of the previous example for an

8-tal) filter reduces to 6 CLBs with this technology assumed that we use one common

address generator for all 8 shift-registers.

The Xilinx application note shows that the register that is available in the CLB on

each RAM output can be used to increase the length of the shift register by one position.

but otherwise they do not use it. We would recommend using it always to remove the

address generation out of the critical data-path into the arithmetic modules. See Xihinx

Application Note [39] for further information about perforiance and delay considerations

using the RAM niodules. This Application Note also shows how to instantiate RAM

Primitives out of the Xilinx Library in VHDL.

RAMI6XI S

Addressgenerator

FIGURE 3.22: RAM based shift register (3 to 17 bit long)
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3.7 Converter From Signed Digit To Conventional Number
System

The implementation of an OFC (see Section 2.8.1) needs two 3-input functions and

two FFs per bit slice. This results in one CLB per hit slice on a XC4000 FPGA. It runs

depending on the precision and the exact type of the chip between 150 and 250 MHz.

This high performance is not needed because all other on-line modules, except for the

adder. run for the same precision on less than 100 l\IHz on these chips.

The converter using a ripple-carry-adder (see Section 2.8.4) can be iniplernented

efficiently using the FCL. It needs one full-adder and one FF, which can be mapped in

half a CLB per bit slice. This design is significantly slower than the OFC and its per-

formance drops dramatically with increasing precision. But for precisiolis up to 16 bits.

it runs faster than all on-line arithmetic modules except for the adder. There is rio need

to spend nearly double the area for a perforiiiane increase that can not be used in the

overall system. Therefore, the converter using the ripple-carry-adder should he used for

FPGA implementations up to 16 bit precision.

We could not find any optimization for the AppREC components that would have

improved them. These two components are very area consuming. However, it is to

mention that realizations using SD in TC representation use significantly less area than

such using SD in BS representation. This is due to the fact that the function to update

the data bit can be partitioned better in the IC case.

A converter using an RCA and providing the intermediate results, uses as much

area as the conventional AppREG, because it needs a structure to insert the new inputs

in the correct position of the adder. It has the same fan-out problem for the input net

and is slower. We did not investigate if there are possible optinhizations for the AppREG

with normalizer.
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4 NETWORKS OF ON-LINE MODULES

This Chapter presents a methodology to implement algorithms as a network of on-

line niodules. There is little information about this topic available in the literature. We

will show how the flow of data, the timing, and the numerical behavior of the algorithm

can be analyzed to design the control section and obtain a functionally correct network

of on-line niodules.

We will also show the implementation of two DSP algorithms as a network of on-

line modules. One of them has a very regular structure and exploits a lot of parallelism.

The second one has a less regular structure and contains several data dependencies.

While for the first one the datafiow control turns out to be quite simple. this analysis

becomes a challenging task for the second one.

Both algorithms 'were realized on FPGAs using the on-line modules presented in

the previous Chapters. The presented design methodology leads to fumictionallv correct

and efficient realization of both algorithms. The comparison with other FPGA implenien-

tations of the same algorithms shows where the strength of on-line arithmetic conipared

to other kinds of arithmetic is. Therefore. these results can be used to determine, if we

should consider the use of on-line arithmetic for signal processing applications and under

what circuimistances it could lead to a better design.

4.1 Criteria For Efficiency Of The Design

Tb compare on-line designs with others, we have to define the criteria for efficiency

of a design. The efficiency of an arithmetic implementation can be measured by three

numbers: latency. throughput, and area. These three measurements are not independent.

on the contrary they are highly dependent. We will use the following definitions for these

three figures in all comparisons of designs:
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Latency: The latency is the number of time units between applying the inputs and

getting the output. In literature about on-line arithmetic, latency is often expressed

as the on-line delay . But this definition is not compatible with other kinds of

arithinetic. Thus, we will use the time between a parallel input and a parallel

output if it is applicable, or, if the inputs and outputs are in serial, between the

first digit of the input and the last digit of the output.

Throughput: The throughput of a design is defined as the number of input sets

the design can process per time unit. The throughput is mainly a measure of the

pipelining depth.

Area: The area gives the number of area units in the chip that are occupied by

the design. It is a measure for costs and for power consumption of a design. For

FPGA designs. area is mostly expressed as the number of CLBs used by a design.

However, we will also give the number of 3- and 4-input LUTs and the nuniber of

FFs used by the circuit. This gives a measurement of how optinial the placing of

the design is in ternis of area and how well the design fits into the given structure

of the FPGA.

4.2 How To Design A Network Of On-line Modules

This Section gives some general considerations and thoughts about networks of

on-line modules.

4.2.1 Inputs And Outputs

The first step of the design process is to analyze the input operands. The following

properties of the inputs have to be considered:

Form of I/O: First of all, determine how the system gets the input operands.

In most cases the inputs are provided in parallel over a bus, but there might be
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exceptions. where the inputs are received iii a serial manner. If the inputs arrive in

parallel we have the choice of converting them into a serial MSD first form using

one of the components shown iii Chapter 2 or using them in parallel as an input

into the first module of the design. Recall that a multiplier that gets one input

in parallel uses about 70% less area and runs 20% faster than one receiving both

operands in on-line form.

Range of the inputs: All on-line modules, as mentioned in Chapter 2, work with

fractional nunibers. This means the desired range for an input X is 1 < X < 1.

However, in real applications we have to cope with inputs in different ranges. In this

case the inputs have to be slufted to be in the correct range. In serial arithmetic this

operation does not really have to be clone. We can just move the virtual decimal

point of all inputs until they are all fractions. However, this shift influences the

alignment of operators in the network and the position of the fractional point in

the result. Let us illustrate this concept with the following example: Consider the

calculation of z = a . S + c using a multiplication and an adclitioii module. The

inputs are in the range 10 < a. S. c < 10. and in our example a = 3.52. 5 = 2.85

and c = 5.13. Therefore, the correct final result is z 4.902. With the virtual

shift our inputs become a 0.352, 5 0.285 and c = 0.513. The multiplier

will produce the result 0.10032 that is shiftecl 2 digit positions compared to the

correct result. Therefore, to obtain the correct result we need to shift the input c

one more position to the right and calculate 0.10032 + 0.0513 = 0.04902. Thus.

the final result and output of the network is shifted 2 digit positions to the right.

The contrary would happen if a division module is used in the network. We will

discuss this issue in more detail in the next Section about datafiow and timing.

Similar considerations have to he made for the system outputs. In most cases a

converter will be used to bring them in a non-redundant parallel form. A conversion into

parallel form is necessary even if the system has a serial output. but in non-redundant

form.
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4.2.2 Dataflow And Timing

The dataflow in a network of on-line modules could theoretically be analyzed just

by adding on-line delays of the single components. However, there are several pitfalls,

such as additional integer digits produced by the modules or extra delays caused by

non-fractional operands. It proved to be extremely helpful to approach this analysis in

a graphical way and niake a timing diagram of the complete network of on-line modules.

This diagram is built with the timing diagrams that were showed for the single modules

in Chapter 3. This diagram is also very practical after the design process. e.g. if it is

necessary to debug a network. this diagram provides the key to interpret the output of

the siniulator or logic analyzer. It will become obvious in the analysis of the Levinsori-

Durbin algorithm that such a diagram is crucial for the understanding of what is going

on in the network.

Figure 4.1 shows the timing diagram for a network that calculates the function

z = (a + b) . (c d) + e. All five input values are fractional il-digit SD numbers arni flow

into the design at the same time. We assume that there is an external control signal (t7)

that indicates that the first digit of time inputs is received. The inputs a. b. c. and d flow

into the adders. The fact that d is subtracted and not added does not affect time timing

because changing from addition to subtraction is just a crossimig of wires 13

The results of the adders have one integer digit. which is necessary to represent

the full range of possible results. The multiplier receives these results as inputs and

interprets them as fractional numbers that means they are shifted' one position to the

right. If both inputs of a multiplication are shifted one position to the right, the output

is shifted two positions to the right. Figure 4.2 shows the multiplier together with

the virtual shift operations to clarify the alignment of the operands and the result of

the multiplier. Note that in this case the token_out signal of the multiplier (t0) is not

really meaningful. because the digit that is produced in this cycle has a different weight

than the one that was applied with the token_in signal (ti). The representation of the

'3Under the assumption that BS representation is used for this design (see Section 1.2.1).
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1 2 1 4 S A 7 A A Is 11 19 15 IA IS 15 17 lx IC

Mae. value
Inpuldata a 0.999511719 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Ii

b 0.999511719 I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 II
0999511719 I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Il

4 0.999511719 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

e 0999511719 I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 91011
cIrl
busy

oI.ADD a.b 0999511719 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

deta=2 a-sb 1999023438 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 II
cIrl

busy
01-ADD s.d 0999511715 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 II
delta = 2 c-sd 1 999023438 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Ii

sIn

busy
ol-MULT (ax-b). (cod) I 999023438 0 I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 II
4e5a = 4 )a-cb)'(c.d) 3996094704 -2 -1 0 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

N=12 CIII Ii 10 rut

busy . . . -

of-ADD e 0999511719 --123 4 5 6 7 8 9 tO II
)a*b)'(cud) 3996094704 -2-10 1 2 3 -1 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

delta = 2 )a.b)'(cvd)x-e 4995606422 -.8 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 5 7 8 9 10 11

ctrl
busy

.,,...,,

FIGUR,E 4.1: Example of a timing diagram for a on-line network

multiplier result takes one integer digit niore tha.n would be necessary for the possible

range of values. This result. could be normalized using an iNORI\1 module, but this

would not bring any advantage in this design. Finall . input e is added to the result of

the multiplier. The representation of time final result also has one integer digit more than

necessary.

Input with 1 integer digit
multiplier interprets as fractional number

0

1

1

2

2

3

3

4

4
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5

6

6

7

7

8

8

9

9

10

10

11

11

12

ol-MULT inputs 0.999511719 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 tO 11 12

delta = 4 output 0.999023676 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13

N = 12 ctrl ti to rot

busy --: .
..

multiplier output (fractIonal input) 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13

the lea) output interpretation is shifted by two -2 -t 0 1 2 3 4 6 6 7 6 9 10 11

FIGURE 4.2: Timing of the ol-MULT in the example from Figure 4.1 including the
virtual shift.ing of the operands

The diagram in Figure 4.1 is packed with information that is useful to implement

and verify this network of modules. The following observations can easily be obtained

from time timing diagram:
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The total on-line delay of this network is S = 11. Note that the first guess for

the on-line delay would be S = 10 ((Sadd + 1) + (Smult + 1) + (Sadd + 1) 1 =

(2 + 1) + (4 + 1) + (2 + 1) 1 = 10). This does not take into account that the

operands of the multiplier are not fractional numbers, and therefore the alignment

of the operands and the result are different.

The control of the network has to produce the token for the multiplier 2 cycles

after the tokenin of the network was received. 20 cycles after the token_in the

multiplier has to be reset. These two signals are the only necessary control signals.

Note that the adders do not need a reset.

The multiplier needs to have the precision N 12.

The multiplier module is busy for 19 clock cycles. Therefore. it is the limiting

component for throughput. The circuit can process at niost one set of inputs every

19 clock cycles.

As mentioned before, the use of an integer digit normalizer does not bring any

advantage here. Tins component has to be used only if the busy time of the critical

module can he reduced or if the not normalized number is fed as an input into modules

that accumulate the inputs and that use more area if they process longer inputs.

4.2.3 Control

There are two possibilities for the control of a network of on-line modules. Tue first

one is a decentralized control. In this scheme, control sigiials that mark a certain digit

position (e.g. the first fractional bit) travel with the operands from module to module.

Each module has an internal control section that produces the necessary internal control

signals. For the example network of the previous Section this would mean that the adder

delays the token_in 2 cycles and then passes it to the multiplier. The multiplier would

need to have an internal control that resets the component after 18 clock cycles. The
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token_out of the multiplier could be used by other modules. It would be preferable that

the multiplier produces two different tokens, one when the first output digit is produced

and another one, one cycle later, when the first fractional digit is produced. The first

one could be used by following arithmetic modules, e.g. multipliers, and the second one

by a following integer digit normalizer.

The second possibility for control is a centralized control structure. A control

structure produces the token for the multiplier 2 cycles after the global token was received

and time reset after 20 clock cycles. This control structure has to he designed in a way

that it can receive a token every 19 clock cycles. The network can be working on two

different input sets at the same time.

We only worked with centralized control. Distributed control would add hardware

to all nioclules, that eventually would not be used. e.g. when following modules (10 not

need the tokens generated by previous modules. Furthermore, iii most designs there are

several parallel modules that need the control signals at the same time, e.g. multipliers

in a filter. Instead of having the same control structure that produces the same signal at

the same time for each multiplier, it is more efficient to produce these signals globally.

One case where a decentralized control could be preferable is if the processing time

is variable. e.g. a quasi normalizer (see Section 2.4.1) is used in the design.

4.3 Finite Impulse Response Filters

This Section describes the realization of Finite Impulse Response Filters (FIR

filters) as a network of on-line modules on FPGAs.

..3.1 Background On The Algorithm

FIR filters are one of the most often used digital signal processing building blocks.

The range of applications for FIR filters is extremely large. There is probably nearly no

digital signal processing system that does not contain some kind of a filter.
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An FIR filter can be described by the difference equation

M -1

y(n) = x(n k) (4.1)

where x is the input sample vector into the system. b is the vector of the filter coefficients

and y(n) is the output sample of thesys tern. It can be described equivalently by the

systeni function
Al-i

H(z) . (4.2)

which implies that the unit sample impulse response is identical to the coefficients bk

and is defined as

I bn. O<n<i.I-1
h(n) = (4.3)

0. otherwise

Therefore. the name fimute impulse response filter.

The fact that the impulse response is finite means that the system is always stable

in the Bounded-Input Bounded-Output (BIBO) sense. The inpulse response of these

filters is finite because they do miot have a recursion. which means that the output only

depends on input values and not on previous output values. On the other hand, filters

with a recursion. so called infinite impulse response fitters (IIR filters) are not always

stable, but it is often possible to meet certain filter specifications with a lower filter order

and therefore with less computational effort. It has to be considered that an hR filter

that is theoretically stable can become unstable, because a finite fixed point arithmetic

and therefore truncation or rounding is used in the realization.

In signal processing it is often a requirement that the phase response of a system

is linear. Non-linear phase response leads to non-constant envelope delay and therefore

to phase distortion of the signal. A FIR filter has a linear phase if its impulse response

satisfies the symmetry or asymmetry condition

h(n) = +h(M 1 ri) (4.4)

Several different realizations for FIR filters exist. The direct-form realization, also

called transversal filter (Figure 4.3), follows immediately from the difference equation.
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h(2) h(3) h(M-2) 1/i(M-l)

+ ) + ±) ±)

FIGURE 4.3: Direct-form (transversal) realization of a FIR filter

The cascade structure requires a factorizing of the difference equation. The filter is then

realized as a cascade of second order transversal filters (Figure 4.4).

where

H(z) IT H(z)

Hk(z) = bko + bkl Z + b.2

(4.5)

k = 1.2. . . . K (4.6)

This realization is less sensitive to quantizatioli effects of the filter coefficients [35]. The

lattice structure realizes the filter as a function of its reflection coefficients rather than

the inipulse response. This structure is mainly used in speech processing aiid adaptive

filters. Their use in adaptive filters is mainly due to the fact that there are adaption

algorithms of less computational coniplexity for the reflection coefficients than for the

transversal filter coefficients.

H,(:) !li(z)
_2___ HKl(z)

('1)

FIGURE 4.4: Cascade realization of a FIR filter
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.4.3.2 Realization As A Network Of On-line Modules

The FIR filter realizations shown in this Section are transversal structures. The

resulting designs could be used to realize a transversal filter of any order p or second

order (p = 2) building blocks for a cascade structure FIR filter.

We assume that the input into the filter is a stream of numbers that arrive in

parallel as signed, fractional, TC numbers with precision N (sign hit plus Ni fractional

bits). The design converts these numbers into serial raclix-2 SD nunibers with precision

N 1. The output of the on-line filter is converted into a parallel signed IC number

with a sign bit, log2 p integer bits and N 1 fractional bits. The filter coefficients are

signed, N-hit TC numbers that are constant and known at implementation time.

The filter provides a load signal that meamis that a new data sample has to be

applied and sets a ready signal when a filter output is available.

Using the on-line modules described iii Chapter 2, we can build two different

structures to realize the transversal filter: One using ol-cMULT modules and a tree of

ol-ADD modules to accumulate the result, and the other one using ol-cMAC modules.

4.3.2.1 Regular Structure Using Multipliers And An Adder Tree

This structure uses an ol-cMULf for each filter tap and a tree of ol-ADD modules

to accumulate the results. Figure 4.5 shows the structure of a network that realizes a

symmetrical 8-tap filter using this approach. The two inputs that are multiplied with

the same coefficient are first added using an ol-ADD module. then multiplied using

an ol-cMULT module. The outputs of the multipliers are accumulated using a tree of

ol-ADD modules.

Figure 4.6 shows the timing of this network with N = 12. All taps work in parallel.

they receive the data in the same clock cycle. Therefore, all multipliers in the design

have to be reset at the same time. The length of the shift registers to delay the data is

determined by the last adder in the tree which is busy for N + 4 cycles and limits the
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FIGURE 4.5: 8-tap symmetrical FIR filter using ol-cMULT nlo(illles
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throughput of the filter. The input operands of the ol-cMULT have one integer digit

to represent the full possible range of the addition of two input samples. We showed

in the previous example that this leads to a multiplier result that is shifted by two

digit positions. However, in the case of the ol-cMULT. the constant coefficient is still

a fractional number and therefore the result of the multiplier is only shifted by one

posit ion.

________un

:lIflUHUHJUUIIBUNgUflflI9__HhUiUiHUUlIIIflI9 _
FIGURE 4.6: Timing of the 8-tap symmetrical FIR filter using ol-cMULT modules,

processing of two inputs (coefficient and data precision N = 12)
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The total on-line delay for the symmetric filter using this approach is

fir = (5add + 1) + (muit + 1) + [log2 1 (8add + 1) 1 = 4 + 3 [log2
1

(4.7)

where p is the length of the filter. Therefore. the on-line delay S depends on the filter

order.

The network needs only 4 control signals. The load signal for the P2S converter.

the reset for the multipliers, the ready output for the design and the reset for the serial to

parallel converter. These 4 signals can he generated efficiently usilig a centralized control

structure. A possible iniplementation is a modulo (N + 4) counter and a combinational

network to generate the load signal if the counter value is crit = 0, the multiplier reset

if cat = 1. the ready signal if cnt = (1 + 3 . [log2(p/2)1) mod (N + 4) and the reset for

the serial to parallel converter if cn.t = (2 + 3 . [log2(p/2)1) mod (N + 4).

4.3.2.2 Minimal Latency/On-line Delay Design Using MAC Modules

A different realization can be done with ol-cMAC modules. The interesting thing

about this approach is that the resulting structure has a constant on-line delay S that

does not depend on the order of the filter. The block diagram for a non-symmetric 4-tap

filter using this approach is shown in Figure 4.7.

There is no need to wait calculating the filter output until the newest input value

is available. When the new data sample arrives the system has already calculated the

part of the result that depends on the old input samples. This partial result has to be

combined with the new input using one ol-cMAC. Therefore. the on-line delay of the

whole filter is Sfir = 5cItIAC = 2.

The additional registers between the ol-cMAC modules are there to break the

critical routing path of these nets. They do not delay the filter output. If those register

would not be there, the shift registers would have to be one stage longer. The second

register on the output of the multiplier is needed so that the last shift register on the
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FIGURE 4.7: 4-tap FIR filter using ol-cMAC modules

right has the same length as the others. This is desirable for an FPGA implementation

using RAM based shift registers.

The timing of this filter is shown in Figure 4.8. The limiting module for throughput

is the last ol-cMAC module which is busy for (N + 5) cycles. The shift registers need to

be 4 stages shorter to guarantee a correct alignment of the operands'4. Therefore, the

length of the shift registers in this design is (N + 1). If a symmetric filter was built with

this structure the shift register in the back path would have a length of (N+5)+4 = N+9.

The control of this structure is more complex than the one for the design using

the multipliers and the adder tree. Each ol-cMAC module receives the reset signal in

a different cycle. It is still possible to produce these signals in a central control unit,

but this unit will become larger with higher order of the filter. Besides the reset for the

'°This number is the addition of the delay of the ol-cMAC plus the register in the path to the next
ol-cMAC ((5AIAc + 1) + 1 = 4)
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FIGURE 4.8: Timing of the 4-tap non-symmetrical FIR filter using ol-cMAC modules.

processing of two inputs (coefficient. and data precision N 8)

ol-cMAC modules we need the same signals as for the other structure. We can again

consider a design using a modulo (N + 5) counter. The load signal is produced if the

counter value is cn.t 0. the ready signal if c'n.t = N + 3 and the reset signal for the

serial to parallel converter if cnt = N + 4. The reset for ol-cMAC i should be active if

crtt = (i (N + 1) + 2) niod (N + 5) and the reset for the ol-cMULT in the last. tap if

c'nt= ((p+l) '(N+l)+l) mod (N+5).

4.3.3 Realization On FPGAS

We realized both structures on FPGAs using the modules described in Chapter 3.

Both designs use RAM based shift registers to delay and store the inputs. This is the

same approach as Xilinx describes in its application notes for bit serial (LSD first) FIR

filters [3, 2]. Table 4.1 shows the implementation results for different, filter lengths and

precisions. A symmetric filter realized with the MAC structure would need more area



than the one with the multipliers because of the different length of the shift registers. If

they are not all the same length, they can not share one common address generator. For

high filter order this effect would become negligible. On the other hand the tools show

more difficulties to place and route the design using the MAC modules. This effect would

probably increase with higher filter order. The control of the MAC structure becomes

more complex with increasing order. We could not find a way to design it as a scalable

coniponent that is synthesized efficiently. The multiplier structure is easily scalable.

Overall the structure using the multipliers and adders is preferable for symmetric filters

and filters of high order. If the extremely low latency is needed the MAC structure is of

course superior.

A fully serial design without the parallel to serial and the serial to parallel converter

of the on-line filter uses significantly less area. A 8-bit design takes 19 CLBs (35 4-LUTs,

24 FFs) less area and a 12-bit design takes 25 CLBs (47 4-LUTs. 32 FFs) less area.

The significant drop in speed with increasing filter order could be avoided by

using relational macros for the on-line components. The placing and routing of the tools

becomes very inefficient for larger designs without this additional information. With

relational macros it should be possible to i nplement the filters up to high orders without

a significant speed depletion.

4.8.4 Comparison With Other FPGA FIR-Filter Designs

Xilinx offers several application notes about the design of FIR filters on FPGAs.

Parallel Distributed Arithmetic (PDA) FIR filters are presented in [2. 4. 42] and Serial

Distributed Arithmetic (SDA) filters in [3. 2]. The SDA approach is also discussed in

other literature [43]. Xilinx offers FIR filters using both approaches as IP that conies for

free with the Xilinx development software [44. 45].

The SDA FIR filter IP uses about 60% less area than our oii-line designs. They

run at about the same clock rate. But, due to the fact that it is possible in the SDA

approach to produce the result in parallel, these filters can process one input sample
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Design using Design using MULT
MAC modules arid ADD modules

taps 4 8 8 16 8

symmetric no no yes yes yes
coefficient length 8 bit 8 bit 8 bit 8 bit 12 bit
area:
CLBs 60 110 84 149 98
4-input LUTs 94 174 126 220 154
3-input LUTs 4 8 7 13 7

16x1RAM 6 14 14 30 14

FFs 89 153 120 216 144

max. clock rate [MHzJ
XC4000E-1 87 76 85 85 79
XC4000XL-09 94 88 96 93 90

max. data rate [MegaSamples/s]
XC4000E-1 6.7 5.8 7.0 7.0 4.9
XC4000XL-09 7.2 6.7 8.0 7.7 5.6

TABLE 4.1: Implementation results for on-line FIR filters

every (N + 1) clock cycles. Therefore. the throughput for 8-bit designs is about 50%

higher and for 12-bit designs around 30% higher than the one of the on-line designs.

The product specification does not give the latency for the design. Tests showed that

a 8-bit. 8-tap symnietrical filter takes 21 clock cycles to produce the output y(n) after

.x(n) was applied. Time on-line FIR filters need 11 clock cycles (MAC structure) and 19

clock cycles (niultiplier structure). Therefore, the latency of the SDA FIR is about 100%

longer than the one of the on-line MAC version.

A comparison with PDA FIR filters is not meaningful. They have a higher through-

put and less latency hut use significantly more area, which increases quadratically, with

the precisioll of the operands.

A SDA approach for on-line FIR filters was presented in [9]. We do not compare

our results with theirs because of several confusing aspects of their results that would

require more information to perform a fair comparison. They report that their 16-bit

design can produce a serial result every 18 clock cycles. There is no information how

this high throughput is possible. According to our assumptions. the result of the filter
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+ 1 integer bits. Even if the filter coefficients are scaled in a way that the

final result is a number smaller than 1, it can not be avoided that the on-line modules

produce the integer digits. Furthermore they state that their designs run on a 10% faster

clock rate than the ones presented by Xilinx. All their implementations were synthesized

for XC4000XL chips. while Xilinx gives all results for XC4000E chips, what makes these

implementations not comparable in terms of clock rate. They also do not clearly state

if their area results contain the parallel to serial and the serial to parallel converters.

The comparison of our implementations of on-line FIR filters with the IP SDA

FIR filters from Xilinx leads to the following conclusions. As long as only a filter and

no other component is needed and the latency is not critical, the SDA filter is a better

choice than the on-line designs. It is more efficient in terms of area and throughput.

An oii-line structure should be considered if an extremely low latency is required

or if the filter is cascaded with other components. An example for such an application is

a FIR, filter iniplementation as a cascale structure. As mentioned before this structure

is less sensitive to quamitization effects of the filter coefficients. The on-line MAC design

is highly suitable to implement the low order filters iii the cascade. The computation

of the filters can be overlapped, the latency would increase by only 3 clock cycles per

stage in the cascade. The overall latency of a ni stage cascade would become rn 3 + N

cycles. Using the SDA filters, it would sum up to m L(N) where L(N) is the latency

of a second order SDA filter for the precision N.

Another case where the on-line version should he considered is when the coeffi-

cients of the filter are not constant. Although Xilinx shows how the LUTs of the filter

multipliers can be changed by the application at runtime [42], this solution adds a con-

siderable amoumit of hardware, and it works, as it is presented, only for PDA filters.

The multipliers in the on-line FIR filters can easily be modified to receive coefficients in

parallel at runt ime. Thus components would be around 10% slower than the ones where

the coefficiemits are known at implementation time. Therefore, the on-line FIR filters

would also be suitable for the implementation of adaptive filters.



4.4 Levinson-Durbin Algorithm

This Section describes the realization of the Levinson-Durbin recursion as a net-

work of on-line modules on FPGAs.

4.4.1 Background On The Algorithm

For numerous applications in digital signal processing it is necessary to solve a

set of linear equations. The normal way to solve these equations is the use of Gaussian

Elimination. The number of computations to solve a n1 order system using this tech-

nique is n3. However, in many cases the linear equations are in a special forni. If the

linear equations have a Tbeplitz form, the task can be reduced to n2 using the Levinson

or the more specialized Levinson-Durbin recursion [35. 46. 47].

4.4.1.1 Optimal Linear Predictor

The Levinson-Durbin recursion can be used to solve the Yule-Walker equations.

Those equations give the relation between the optimal linear predictor coefficients and

the cross-correlation sequence of an autoregressvue (AR) process'. They are defined as

follows

rr(0) TE(-1) rr(p) 1 a2

rT(1) r(0) rx(p+l) 1

(4.8)

r1(p) Tx(P 1) r(0) 0

The Levinson-Durbin recursion does not only solve these equations for the transver-

sal filter coefficients ak of the optimal transversal linear predictor, it also gives the re-

sults for the reflection coefficients of the optimal lattice predictor. However, if parallel

°An autoregressive random process is generated by filtering white noise with an all-pole filter of the
form 11(z) = b(0)/(1 + ap(k)z_k).



processing is available there exists a more efficient algorithm to solve these equations for

the lattice filter coefficients called Schür algorithm [351.

4.4.1.2 Power Spectrum Estimation

The frequency domain (spectrum) provides a different view on a discrete-time

signal. The power spectrum is the fourier transform of the autocorrelation sequence of

a stationary process. There are several applications, such as detection and classification

of periodic or miarrowband processes buried in noise, where it is necessary to obtain the

power spectrum from observations of the process. Performing the fourier transformation

on the data of an observation does not provide a statistically reliable estimate of the

underlying spectrum. Therefore, it is better to find a model for the process and estimate

the power spectrum from this model.

One possible approach for power spectrum estimation of an AR. process is the

autocorrelat ion method, also called Yule-Walker power spectrum estimation. In this

method the AR coefficients are found by solving the autocorrelation normal equations 4.8.

As mentioned in the previous Section these equations are called Yule-\Valker equations.

thus the name Yule-Walker power spectrum estimation. The power spectrum of an AR

process is defiuiecl as

b(U)12

A 1\ ,t*(1 (4.9)
iZ)I1/ Z

where A is the vector of the coefficients a(k) of the process. To estimate them, we

have to set

a2 = Ib(0)i2 = r(0) + a(k) r(k) (4.10)

and for the autocorrelation sequence r we are using the biased estimates

1
N-i-k

x(n+k).x(n) with k=0.1 ..... p (4.11)

obtained from an observation of the process.
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A variation of the Yule-Walker method is to use the unbiased estimates of the

autocorrelation sequence

1
NI--k

r(k) N k
x(n + k) . x(n.) with k = ft 1 ..... p (4.12)

However, using this estimate. the autocorrelation matrix is not guaranteed to be positive

definite'6 and therefore it would cause numerical problems in the algoritinn if the matrix

is ill-conditioned or singular. Thus, the biased version is normally preferred {46].

4.4.1.3 The Recursion

The Levinson-Durbin recursion needs p iterations to solve the linear equations.

where p is the order of the system. Step in of the recursion is defined as follows:

bt
Ttfli) + rm_1 a71_1

a (in) =
bt b

(4.13)
xU) + r711_1 a70_1

a7(k) a7_i(k) + am() ami(in. k) (4.14)

with h = 1,2. . . . rn. 1 and where the superscript t denotes the transpose of a vector and

the superscript b the vector with elements taken in reverse order. The auto-correlation

vector is defined as r1 = {i-(1). rr(2) ........ (in 1)).

Equations 4.15 through 4.18 show the first four unfolded iterations of the Levinson-

Durbin Recursion reduced to scalar addition, multiplication and (liViSioll. Figure 4.9

shows the MATLAB (Simulink) model of these first four iterations.

ai(1)
r1(1)

(4.15)
r(0)

a2(2)
TT(2)+rX(1).al(1)

r(0) + r(1) . ai(1)

a2(1) = ai(1) + a2(2) a,(1) (4.16)

'6A real symmetric (ii x n) matrix A is called positive definite if xTAx > 0 for all x in R, x 0
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(3)
r(3) + r(2) . a2(1) + r(1) 'a(2)
r(0) + r1(2) a(2) + r(1) . a2(1)

ri3(2) = a2(2) + a3(3) . a2(1)

a3(1) = a2(1) + a3(3) a2(2) (4.17)

14) r(4) + r(3) a3(1) + r(2) a:3(2) + rT(1) . a3(3)
rX(0)+rX(3).a3(3)+TX(2).a3(2)+rT(1)a3(1)

ai(3) a3(3) + a4(4) . a3(1)

ai(2) = a:(2) + a4(4) . a;(2)

ai(1) = a3(1)+a4(4)a3(3) (4.18)

.4.4.2 Realization As A Network Of On-line Modules

This Section shows the realization of the first three unfolded iterations of the

Levinson-Durbin Recursion as a network of on-line modules.

4.4.2.1 Format Of Inputs, Operands And Results

As mentioned before the inputs into the network are the biased estimates of the

autocorrelation sequence obtained from an observation of the process. We assume that

the process was sampled in a way that results in signed fractional samples with a precision

of N-bit. This implies the following properties for the inputsr.(k) of the Levinson-

Durbin recursion:

0 < r(0) <1 (4.19)

1 < r(0) <r(k) <r(0) < 1 with k = 1,... (4.20)

The second equation implies a very important property for the hardware implementation

of the algoritlimmi. Due to the fact that the absolute value of any autocorrelation coefficient

r(k) is less than r(0), the divisor in the formula for a7(rn) is always greater than the

nominator and therefore Iam(m)I < 1.
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We assume that the design gets the operands from another processing unit, e.g. a

DSP, over a bus. The inputs that are used as operands for multipliers and for the

division in the first order of the recursion can be used in parallel. The ones that are used

as operands for an adder have to be serialized. Furthermore, we assume that rr(0) 5

normalized (1/2 < r1(0) < 1). This can he achieved by shifting all T;r values accordingly.

The results of the algorithm do not change if all inputs are shifted.

All digit serial operands inside the algorithm are radix-2 SD numbers in BS rep-

resentation.

The results are produced in a digit serial manner and if necessary they can be

converted into a non-redundant TC number iii parallel using an OFC or a functionally

equivalent component.

4.4.2.2 Dataflow And Control

The Levinson-Durbin recursion shows several data dependencies. Each iteration

of the recursion can he split into three parts. The first one consists in calculatiiig the

nominator and (ilvisOr (Dd) for the division in the forniula for 0m (in). These

operations have no dependencies inside the iteration and therefore they can be calculated

in parallel. The two results of this first part are used in the second one. which is the

division to calculate a (rn). The division result is then used in the third part to calculate

the other outputs beside a7(ni). All these other outputs can be calculated in parallel.

To obtain a somehow scalable solution we implement the algorithm as a cascade

of components, where each component implements one iteration of the recursion and

therefore increases the order of the solution by 1.

The component to calculate the first iteration of tIme recursion (ist order cornpo-

nerit) consists only of the middle part of the normal iterations. With the previously

made assumption about the input operands it is obvious that we can use a SRI division

module in the first iteration. The division is the only arithmetic module that is needed

in tins component. The sign of the division output has to be changed by crossing the
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two wires of the result. It is also necessary to add another register into the output net.

This delays the output by one cycle, but not doing so would result in a depletion of

the maximum clock rate. The two operands r(0) and r,(1) have to be read from the

bus. Besides calculating ai(1), this component should also pass the two operands to the

next coinponent. The value of rr(1) will he used as an input into a multiplier, there-

fore it should be passed on in parallel, so that the area efficient ol-cMULT can be used.

The other operand r (0) will he used as an input of an adder. Therefore, it should be

serialized and passed on in a digit serial manner.

The component receives a token (start signal). which indicates that the first

operand can be read from the bus. The second operand has to be ready on the bus

one cycle later. Internally the component produces a token for the division, a load sig-

nal for the parallel to serial converter of rr(0). a reset for the division module and two

control signals for the 21(1 order component. The first of these signals indicates that the

next component should load r(1) and the second one is the token that marks the first

digit of the result ai(1) and the operand rr(0). The timing diagram for this component

processing 12 bit inputs is shown in Figure 4.10. The top line of the (hiagrani shows the

count of cycles for the overall calculation up to order. The shaded area of the diagram

is the timing of the component as it can be seen from the outside. Uiiderneath are the

timing diagrams of the single modules inside the component. The diagram also shows

the control structure. There is a moclulo-14 counter that is realized as a LSFR counter

(the second line is the counting sequence of this counter). The counter is enabled if token

in is active or the counter value is not 0. All necessary control signals are produced as a

decoding of the counter value. The block diagram of the 1st order component is shown

in Figure 4.13.

The next component to perform the second iteration of the recursion (2' order

component) is already a little more complex. At the beginning and Ddl have to

he calculated. This task can be performed with one ol-cMULT module and two oh-ADD

modules. These calculations start as soon as the order component produces the
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sinoal max.value 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11112 13 14 151
Levinson-Durbin counter 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13

1st order o 1 3 6 0 B 7 F E C 9 2 4 8

control tin tdiv lout tout rdiv

rx(1) 0.9990234 0:11

rx(0) 0.9995117 0:11

ai(1) 0.9995115 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

rx(0)_ser 0.9995117 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

sigrted-srt DIV N rx(1) 0.9990234 0:11

N=12 D rx(0) 0.9995117 0:11

out ai(1) 0.9995115 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

ctrl tdiv rdiv

P2STC2SD in rx(0) 0.9995117 011

N = 12 out rx(0)_ser 0.9995115 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

ctrl load

FIGURE 4.10: Timing diagram for on-line Levinson-Durbin 1,st order component

result, thus in the fourth cycie of the overall computation. The input r.r (0) has to be

delayed 2 cycles (cAJULT + 1) to be aligned with the output of the multiplier.

It is secured by the properties of the input operands that Nd1. < Ddi, furthermore

it is guaranteed that Dd1, > 0 because we are solving a well conditioned system of linear

equations. but it can not be guaranteed that Ddtt is in a certain range. If we want to use

on-line division we would need a quasi normalizer as it was preseiit in Section 2.4.1. As

said before this would mean that the processing time for the division would he variable.

We would have to re-align the division result a2(2) with the input ai(1) to use it in the

multiplier to calculate a2(1). This re-alignment could be impleniented efficiently using a

FIFO structure as presented in [48]. This structure would hardly use more area than a

constant delay component that would have to he used anyway to delay a1 (1).

The real problem with using the on-line division is keeping the throughput high. To

realize a high throughput we need to be able to provide the next set of inputs as early as

possible. If the quasi normalizer receives a very small number it will wait with producing

the token for the on-line division, until it saw the sequence of digits that ensures that the

number is quasi-normalized. The division module will not start working until it receives

the token. After receiving it, it will take (N + S) cycles for the division to complete.
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Even if the input operands have only two digits, the result has to be calculated to the full

precision of N digits. If the following input set follows too close and the value arriving

at the quasi-normalizer is already in the correct range, this component would want to

pass it to the division module, but this one would still be busy with the previous input

set.

Either we would have to leave a wide gap between the input sets at least N

clock cycles for each division module in the design or the quasi-normalizer would riced

a mechanism to stall previous modules that already process the next set of inputs, if it

has to delay an operand. This could work in a small system. but in a larger system.

e.g. a high order implementation of the Levinson-Durbin Recursion where several division

modules are spread over the design and several iliput sets are in the processing chain at

the same time, it would lead to a complex control structure, which probably would lead

to an inefficient design.

A better solution is the use of an AppREG module with normalizer as it was

presented in Section 2.8.3 and a SRT-DIV module. Although the use of these iiio(lllles

acids some latency. the fact that they simplify the control significantly and that they

allow a high throughput. justifies their use. The SRT-division does not have any on-line

delay, therefore the additional delay is (N jj) = (N 5) clock cycles. The SRT-DIV

and the AppREG modules are only busy for N + 1 cycles and therefore they are certainly

not the limiting components for throughput.

We will use SRT-division for this and all further components in this algorithm.

Nd0 and Dd have both one integer digit. That means the normalizer has to receive

(N 1) + 1 digits and will pass (N + 1) bit operators to the SRT-DIV module. The

precision of the division component is therefore one more than in the 1 order component.

The normalizer delays the operands N cycles and the SRT-DIV modules one more cycle.

The overall delay up to this point is therefore (8cAIULT + 1) + ('5add + 1) + (lateiicynorrn

1) + latencydV = N + 5 cycles'7. For the same reason as in the l order component we

'7The 1 for the normalizer compensates the fact that the number into the component has one integer
digit, but the division interprets it as a fractional number.



have to add a register into the output net of the SRT-DIV module. Thus, the overall

delay for the output a2(2) is (N+5)+1 clock cycles or in terms of online delay 6 = N+5.

The third part of the order component calculates a2(1). This can be done

using an ol-MULT and an ol-ADD module. The input ai(1) has to be delayed (N + 5)

cycles to be aligned with the division result 02(2) and be processed in the ol-MULT.

The representation of the multiplier result takes one more digit than necessary for the

range of the result. This additional digit should be normalized because the result will

be used in further components that are critical for the throughput. The integer digit

normalizer component does not have any delay, it is like a combinatorial circuit for the

data-path. Anyway, another register has to he added to avoid a critical path from the

multiplier over the normalizer into the adder. The input ai(l) has to be delayed another

((6JuLT + 1) + 1) = 6 cycles to be added to the multiplier output to obtain the second

output 02(1). The on-line delay for this output is 6 = (N+ 5) + (61\JULT + 1) + 1 +

N + 13. The operand rx(0) has to be delayed 16 cycles to be aligned with a2(2) and

being passed to the next component.

The timing of the 2ru order component processing 12-bit operands is shown in

Figure 4.11. The control section is realized using three counters. There are mainly two

reasons why more than one counter are used. The component needs (2 . N + 16) clock

cycles to process one input set, but there is no module inside the component that is

busy for more than (N + 5) cycles. Therefore it is possible to apply new inputs every

(N + 5) cycles. The first counter is started with the input token. It counts to 15 and

produces a token to start the second counter. While the second counter is working the

first one is already able to receive a next token that initiates the calculations for the next

inputs. The second reason is that it is preferable to work with 4-bit counters to ensure

that the control sectioii can be efficiently implemented in an FPGA. A 4-bit counter

output can be decoded to generate a control signal using one 4-input LUT.

The component needs several internal control signals: A start signal to start serial-

izing the input r(2) for the adder, reset signals for both multipliers, the AppREG mod-

ule, the division module and the integer digit normalizer, and tokens for the AppREG.
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the division, the second multiplier, and the integer normalizer. The component also

produces the same two control signals for the next component as the first one does.

The parallel values for r(1) and r(2) are only used during the first N cycles of

the computation. The component can send theni to the next one after N cycles and will

be ready for new inputs. If the parallel inputs would be used later in this component,

e.g. in the third part of the component. it would be necessary to introduce several pipeline

stages for the operands.

The component to calculate the third iteration (3r( order component) is quite si-

milar to the second one. just with more modules. The timing of the component processing

12-bit inputs is shown in Figure 4.12. This timing diagram shows additionally the delay

components to align the inputs with intermediate operands. Note that because a2(1) is
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not a fractional number we have a similar alignment of the multiplier inputs as shown

in the example in Section 4.2.2. The precision of the division module is again one more

than in the previous component. The control is realized exactly in the same way as in the

second component. The block diagram of this component is also shown in Figure 4.13.

The input r(3) is not needed before the (N + 11) cycle. Thus, the processing

unit that provides the input operands can start the Levinson-Durbin calculations as

soon as it has the first three T;r values available and can calculate r(3) while this unit

is already processing the other inputs.

The 3rd order component gets a2(2) in the (10 + N)th cycle of the overall compu-

tation. The MSD of the output a3(3) is produced in the (2 N + 24)th cycle. Therefore.

the overall on-line delay for this result is 8 = 2 N + 23. The on-line delay for the result

a3(2) is 8 2 N + 33 and for a3(1) it is S = 2 . N + 32. The last digit of the result

is produced in the (3 . N + 3i)t1 cycle. Therefore. it would be possible to obtain the

parallel non-redundant representation of all three results after 3 . N + 32 clock (:ycleS.

Multiplier 21 of the 3/ order component is busy for N + 7 clock cycles and therefore it

is the limiting module for the throughput.

4.4.3 Realization On FPGAs

We realized all three components discussed in the previous Section using the mod-

ules presented in Chapter 3. The parallel multiplicand for the ol-cMULT modules in

this network is not kiiown at implementation time. Thus, we used the slower version of

this module, which uses a conventional bit-multiplier. Although this module is slower

than the one shown in Section 3.3 it does not slow down the overall design, because

the limiting module for speed is the SRT-DIV that runs as a single module at around

80 I\IHz.

The control sections of the three components are realized with LFSR modulo-N

counters. Each of these counters uses 2 CLBs on an FPGA. One 4-input LUT is used

to decode each control signal.
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component 1t order 2nd order 3rd order total design
area:
CLBs 51 237 367 678
4-input LUTs 97 405 581 1123
3-input LUTs 7 86 161 305
16x1RAM 0 4 6 10

FFs 53 290 503 904
max. clock rate
[MHz] 76 74 78 71

throughput
[106 datasets/s] 5.4 4.3 4.1 3.7

latency
[clock cycles] 14 38 47 67

[is] 0.182 0.513 0.602 0.937

TABLE 4.2: Implementation results for on-line Levinson-Durbin Algorithm

Table 4.2 shows the implementation results of a 12-bit design. synthesized for a

Xilinx XC4O36XL-09 FPGA chip. For higher order implementations. the components

implementing the next iteration would grow in average by 2 ol-cMULIs. 1 ol-MULT.

3 ol-ADDs. and 1 N-bit register compared to the previous one. This increase sums

up to about 120 CLBs more for each iteration. Therefore, a 4th order component can

be estimated to use around 490 CLBs and a 5Ih order component aroumid 610 CLBs.

Table 4.3 shows an area estimation for on-line Levinson-Durbimi implementations up to

10t6 order. According to those estimates. it would be possible to implement a 6t6 order

version of the algorithm on the largest available XC4000 FPGA chip.

order (p) pt/I order component [CLB5] total pt/I order design [CLBs]
4 490 1170
5 610 1780
6 730 2510
7 850 3360
8 970 4330
9 1090 5420
10 1210 6630

TABLE 4.3: Area estimation for on-line Levinson-Durbin implementation
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Figure 4.14 shows the simulation of the 3 order Levinson-Durbin implementation

for FPGAs. The inputs are in this example

r1(0) = 0.110000111102 = 0.7646484375o

rT(1) 1.100110000002 = 0.4062500000io

= 0.000101101102 = O.0888671875io

r(3) 1.111111001102 0.0l26953125o

and the results along with the error F compared to a 64-bit floating point calculation

with the same input operaiids

ai(1) = °'00010000002SD 0.53l25000000io c 0.00003991060

a2(2) °O'°"°112SD = 0.23095703125io F = 0.00(39607181

a2(1) = ''°'010011002SD = 0.65429687500io F 0.00009139495

a3(3) = °0001100111028D = 009277343750o e = 0.00068369884

a3(2) = °'1O'11110102SD = 0.29199218750io 0.00050108630

a3(1) = '"11010'0002SD = 0.67578125000i0 F = 0.00004582853

Although. an error of up to ±2_11 = ±0.00048828125 is added in each truncation

after a multiplication or a division, the overall error of the computation stays relatively

low because the error range is symmetrical and therefore the average error is 0.

4.4..4 Comparison With Other FPGA Designs

Yule-Walker Power Spectrum estimation is not such a commoii DSP task that there

would be ready to use' building blocks for FPGAs performing this algorithm. To get

an idea where our on-line arithmetic solution stands, we estimated the performance of

two different realizations of the Levinson-Durbin Algorithm using arithmetic component

provided by Xihinx as IP. To perform division the pipehined divider described in [49]

and for the multiplication two different multipliers described in [50, 51] were used. For
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addition and sign-change we assumed adders using fast carry logic. These components are

all bit-parallel components. There exist no bit-serial IF components for these operations

on XC4000 chips. Anyway. bit-serial arithmetic LSD first could never compete with

the presented on-line version. The fact that the division could not be overlapped with

following computations arid that the first N digits produced by the multiplier would be

discarded and therefore N cycles of computation would be wasted, would about triple

the latency. The area gain that could be achieved by using bit serial LSD first multipliers

instead of the area intense ol-MULT in the third part of each iteration, would partially

be used by the structure that parallelizes and re-serializes the division result.

Both estimated designs implement the first 3 unfolded iterations of the Levinson-

Durbin algorithm using 12-bit operands. The first one uses area optimized components.

It is estimated to run at a clock frequency of 65 to 70 MHz. The area used for this (lesign

is about 198 CLBs for the 1 order component. 518 CLBs for the 2 order component.

and 1132 CLBs for the 3rd order component. This sums up to 1848 CLBs for the total

3rd order design. The total latency of the design is 101 clock cycles. which is mainly

because of the latency of N + 12 clock cycles of the division module. Therefore, the

latency is 101/70 MHz = 1.443,us. The pipelined divider takes in this configuration 1 set

of inputs every 8 clock cycles. Thus, this is the limiting component for throughput. The

throughput of this design is 8.75 . 106 datasets/s. Every new coniponent to increase the

order would take about 470 CLBs more than the last one and would add about 40 clock

cycles more latency.

The second estimate uses performance optimized components. It should be able

to run at about 80 MHz. The components to realize the first three iterations would

need 319 CLBs, 699 CLBs, and 1462 CLBs which sums up to 2480 CLBs for the total

design. The total latency would be 77 clock cycles which is again mostly due to the

divider latency of N + 4 clock cycles in this configuration. In terms of time this sums up

to 77/80 MHz = 0.963 ts. The design can take one set of inputs every clock cycle'8.

15This would require that it gets the operands over a bus that runs on 4 80 MHz. If the bus runs at
the same speed as the design, the throughput has to be divided by 4 because of I/O couistraints.
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Therefore, the maximum throughput is 80 106 datasets/s. Every new component to

increase the order would need about 575 CLBs more than the last one and add 32 clock

cycles of latency to the overall computation time.

Consider the fact that this second estimate would already need the largest available

chip of the XC4000 family and that a real application probably would require a higher

order than 3, we can conclude that this design. although it is showing an incredible

performance, is not feasible for an iniplementation of the algorithm.

The first estimated design could be implemented on XC4000 FPGAs up to 41 or-

der. The throughput is slightly more than twice as big as the one of the on-line design.

while the area is three times more. It would be possible to put the oii-line implementa-

tion twice on one chip and achieve the same throughput, while still using less area. In

terms of latency, the on-line version is again the clear leader. Even the second estimate

shows more latemicv than the on-line version.

The advantage of the on-line version would even increase with higher precision.

The on-line design would grow linear in terms of area, while the parallel design would

grow quadratic. The latency of a 31 order parallel design would increase 3 times as

much as the one of an equivalent on-line design.

The following conclusion can be drawn out of this comparison. The use of on-

line arithmetic is clearly a good choice to implement the Levinson-Durbin Recursion

on FPGAs. The presented design is a good compromise between area and throughput.

1/3 of the area brings 1/2 of the throughput compared to a parallel design. Other bit-

serial designs fail to be efficient because of the least significant part of the multiplication

result that has to be calculated and because the division can not be overlapped with

other computations. The overlapping of the operations makes the on-line design the

one with the least latency. To reduce the latency of the bit parallel designs we would

have to reduce thie pipelinrng depth, and therefore their throughput and maximum clock

frequency would drop.
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5 CONCLUSION

The goal of this work was to answer the question if on-line arithmetic should be

considered to implement digital signal processing applications on FPGAs. The answer to

this question was given in the previous Chapter and will be summarized in this Chapter.

5.1 Summary Of The Results

In Chapter 2 we showed the development of most on-line arithmetic modules used

in signal processing algorithms. We discussed iii Chapter 3 how these modules can be

implemented efficiently on Xilinx FPGAs. The implementations targeting ASIC designs

that are shown in the literature (10 not necessarily lead to the best FPGA implementation.

For precisions up to 16-bit, which are very common in signal processing, inplementations

using ripple carry adders arc often more efficient, mainly because of a significant area

reduction. Furthermore, if using an RCA, it is in some cases possible to route the

recursion inside the algorithm with local routing resources (between neighboring CLBs)

instead of using the global routing resources. In these cases the designs using an RCA

are even as fast or faster than designs using redundant adders. In other cases. e.g. the

on-line multiplier, it is necessary to do some modifications to the algorithm to maintain

the system speed.

Chapter 4 showed how digital signal processing algorithms can be realized as net-

works of the on-line modules presented in Chapter 3. The timing arid dataflow in these

networks can be analyzed using timing diagrams. These diagrams are the key in the

design process of the networks. With them it is possible to design the necessary control

and datafiow structures to obtain a functionally correct network.

The first signal processimig algorithms we designed using this technique were FIR

filters. Analyzing the timing of this type of network leads to two different designs. In

one all modules work in parallel at the same time. This simplifies the control structure
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because all modules get the control signals, e.g. reset, at the same time. Therefore, a

centralized control structure is clearly better for this kind of network. The other design

used a more sophisticated scheduling of the datafiow. This structure leads to a design

with an extremely low latency. It is important to mention that the latency of this design

does not increase with the order of the filter. However, the filter taps do not get the data

samples at the same time. Therefore, the control of these networks is somehow more

complicated. The second structure shows mainly advantages if several filter components

are cascaded in a design. These on-line designs can not compete with other FPGA FIR

filter implementations in terms of area and throughput. They show better results only

in terms of latency.

The second type of algorithm was the Levinson-Durbin Recursion. This algorithm

does not exploit as much parallelism as the FIR filters. On the contrary it contains

several data dependencies. The structure of the algorithm is also less regular than the

one of the FIR filters. Therefore, the analysis of the datafiow becomes much more

complicated. However, the resulting design proved to he very efficient. It was shown

that it can be preferable to use some operands of the multipliers in parallel, rather than

digit-serial, to achieve a significant area reduction. Furthermore, it was shown that the

use of on-lme division is not feasible for more complex designs. The use of SRI division

instead simplifies the control of the algorithm, allows time design to run at a higher clock

rate and brings a slight area reduction. Other FPGA realizations of this algorithm show

several disadvantages compared to the on-line design. It is not possible to implement

it efficiently as a bit-serial design LSD first. Parallel designs show a higher throughput.

but not as niuch as could be expected. This throughput increase does not justify the

significantly larger amount of area they consume. The on-line design shows by far the

best result in terms of latency.

All designs presented in this thesis work with a centralized control structure. We

think that this is the most efficient way for the control of on-line networks on FPGAs.

For regular structures, e.g. the FIR filter with multipliers and the adder tree, centralized



control will probably always perform better. For ASIC designs of less regular structures

this might be different.

5.2 When On-line Arithmetic Should Be Used

The use of on-line arithmetic to implement a signal processing system on FPGAs

should be considered if one or more of the following criteria are true:

The latency of the result is an important design factor. e.g. for systems that have

to react extremely fast. The low latency has to he more important than the

throughput. The on-line designs showed for all applications the lowest latency.

The algorithm that has to be vrnpiemented shows several data dependenczes. That

means it is not possible to exploit a lot of parallelism, the calculation is a long

chain of arithmetic modules or a cascade of subsystems. On-line designs for these

kinds of systems show even more advantages in terms of latency.

Other digit serial arithmetic approaches can not be used efficzently because there

are arithmetic functions in the algorithm that can iiot be performed in LSD first

wanner. e.g. division and square-root, or there are dependencies on multiplier

results, where the multiplier wastes half of the computation time producing the

least significant part of the result that is never used. The first reason is true, even

if the use of on-line division often is not applicable. The fact that the output of

the module can he overlapped with other computations gives the on-line network

still a significant latency advantage. Structures receiving and re-serializing the

operands. as they would be needed after a division in a LSD first design. need to

be able to handle two operands at the same time. Otherwise they would limit the

throughput.

The design contains multiplications where none of the operands is a constant. Mul

tiplications with constants can be implemented on FPGAs extremely efficiently
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using Distributed Arithmetic. The constant multiplicand of a DA multiplier can

only be changed if this is not a frequent event. Conventional multipliers are quite

area intensive and grow quadratically with increasing precision. Therefore, on-line

modules reduce the area of such designs significantly.

The algorithm tends to use a large amount of arithmetic modules. Algorithms that

grow quadratically or even cubically with the order of the probleni are often not

feasible for hardware implementation because they use too much area. Although

on-line arithmetic is not as area efficient as other bit-serial designs, it brings a

considerable area reduction compared to bit-parallel arithmetic, while maintaining

a reasonable throughput. Furthermore, the area grows linearly with increasing

precision as usual for bit-serial arithmetic.

5.3 Considerations When Using On-line Arithmetic

I\Iost things that are important when working with on-line arithmetic are common

things that are always true in a design process. First, it is crucial to perform a careful

analysis of the algorithm we want to iinplenient. As we showed for the FIR filter. a

different organization of the datafiow can reduce the latency significantly. Bottlenecks

have to be identified to allow optimization where it shows the most effect. In that sense

we can identify two components in the Leviiisou-Durbin implementation where further

optimization could be appropriate: The SRT-DIV module, which limits the maximum

clock frequency and the ol-MULT module. which limits the throughput.

It is also important to keep in mind that there are other possible solutions than

on-hue arithmetic. that might be more efficient. It is also possible to mix differeuit ap-

proaches. One example for this is the use of SilT division in an on-line design. The

first thought might be that this will increase the latency and therefore it is not an op-

tion. More careful considerations showed that it increases the clock frequency, increases

the throughput, simplifies the control and only slightly increases the latency. Another
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example is the use of one operand in parallel, rather than in on-line form. As we could see

for the multiplier. this brings a significant area reduction and a higher clock frequency.

We proved that it is important to optimize the single modules for the target hard-

ware. Without hardware specific changes to the conventional on-line designs it would

not be possible to compete with other state of the art implementations on FPGAs.

5.4 Further Work

This Section identifies some issues that were not completely solved in this thesis

and need further investigation, and asks some new questions that arise from the presented

results.

It was shown that the limiting module for throughput is the one that is busy for

the most clock cycles to process N-digit operands. The on-line modules as they were

presented in Chapter 3 are busy for at least (N+S+1) clock cycles, and the ones that need

a reset even take one more cycle. That means that between two successive data samples

there has to he a gal) of at least (6rnax + 2) cycles, where 6lflax is the longest on-line delay

in the design. Recall that the on-line delay 6 was defined as the number of digits that

have to be accumulated before the first output digit can he produced. Therefore, these

digits could also be accumulated in a module that is before the actual on-line module.

After S cycles this preceding module would pass all accumulated digits in l)arall(il to the

on-line module. This structure would be efficient for on-line division where this preceding

module only would have to contain the append register components. However, for on-

line multiplication the accumulation of these first digits is more complicated and this

component would also need to have the bit multipliers and part of the adder. Thus, it

would be better to find another approach for the multiplier. We could also add another

component at the output of the module. As soon as there are no new input digits

arriving at the multiplier, it could forward the contents of the residue registers into a

shift register structure that implements the recursion without input values but with the

subtraction of the selected result digit. With thus technique, the multiplier could already
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accumulate the new digits while the last S digits of the result are produced. Figure 5.1

shows the block diagram of a multiplier with such a structure. Both approaches would

lead to modules that are able to receive new operands every N + 1 clock cycles. In case

of an 8-digit multiplier (S = 4) this would increase the throughput by almost 50%. It

should be investigated what structure is appropriate for the different on-line modules

and what the costs in terms of area are for these modifications.

AppREG X AppREG

I / \
SBVM SBVM

2

MUX

Selection DEMUX

z-I

FIGURE 5.1: On-line multiplier that takes new operands every N + 1 cycles

Of all modules presented in this thesis, the division modules are the slowest ones.

This is not oniy due to the fact that these modules have a critical path with more levels

of logic than all other modules. There was also less effort to optimize these modules and

to find the fastest implementation for FPGAs. Some more work should be put into these

modules or at least into the SRT division module to optimize their performance.

In both networks. shown in the previous Chapter, the clock frequency decreases

with increasing order of the design. For FIR filters, where orders of 30 or more are
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common, this can cause a significant performance loss. Most of this depletion is due to

the fact that the tool does not find the placing solution that leads to the minimum delay

if it has to place a large amount of components (CLBs). It has to he considered that

automated place and route is a NP-complete problem. However, it would be possible to

save relational placing and routing information of a module into a relational macro and

associate these macros with the VHDL description of the modules. The placer tool would

then place the entire module instead of each CLB. This would require the availability of

a library with relational macros of all modules. Xilinx provides for some of their IPs the

placing information only. However, it would be subject to investigation if it is sufficient

to store only the placing information for on-line designs.

5.5 Concluding Remarks

We answered the question if on-line arithmetic should be used to iniplemnent digital

signal rocsiIg tasks on FPGAs. As we expected. on-line arithmetic is not always

the best choice, but under certain circumstances it shows clear advantages over other

approaches. We could identify under what constraints a developer should consider an

on-hue solution. The next task is now to bring this message to the designers of DSP

applications. One problem might be that these designers often work on a different design

level. Most of them do not want to care about details of the underlying arithmetic.

As long as there are no complete libraries of nioclules and tools that help designing

the datafiow in omi-line networks, it is rather unlikely that on-line becomes a widely

used approach for signal processing applications. The datafiow and the functionality of

the arithmetic modules of other types of arithmetic are, compared to on-line, easier to

understand. These approaches also have the advantage to be supported by several tools.

It would be desirable if one of the FPGA vendors would publish application notes

about on-line arithmetic and provide IP components as they do for distributed arith-

metic.
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